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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Faculty Minutes
1969-70

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
March 30, 197 0

To:
From:

All Members of the University Faculty
John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

April and May Meetings

Upon the recommendation of the Policy committee, the April and
May meetings of the University Faculty are being scheduled on
Friday rather than Tuesday afternoons, at 3:30.
~e next meeting, then, will be on Friday, April 17, at 3:30 p.m.
!!l the Kiva, and the May meeting will be on Frida~ May 8.
Agendas will be sent to you later .
JND/ped

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
April 10, 1970

To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. ourrie, Secretary

Subject:

April Meeting of University Faculty

The.next meeting of the University Faculty will be held on Friday,
Apnl 17, at 3:30 p.m. i n ~ Kiva.

The agenda will include the following items:
Election of five regular members (for two-year terms) and five
alternates (for one-year terms) to the 1970-71 Academic Freedom
and Tenure committee. The five candidates receiving the highest
number of votes will be designated regular members with two-year

1.
.:

terms, ~he five receiving the next highest number will be alternates with one-year terms. The following valid nominations were
made at the March 10 meeting. since no additional nominations
were submitted to the secretary, this is the final list of nominees and their departments (and Elease see the brief biographical
sketches attached):

-

Chreist (Speech)
Cottrell (civil Engr.)
Cox (Chem . Engr.)
Drummond (Elem. Edn.)
Findley (Biology)
Green (Physics & Astron.)
Hamilton (Economics)
2.

Edited version of policy on political Activities of UNM Faculty
-- Mr. Durrie.

3.
4.

(statement attached.)

Recommendation concerning composition of Athletic council --

Professor Cottrell for the Policy committee- (statement attached.)
Resolutions concerning tenure of standing co~ittee faculty chairmen and composition of certain standing committees -- Professor
Stumpf.

5.

(Statement attached.)

Recommended policies related to appointment and continuation in
off7ce of departmental chairmen -- Professor Cottrell for the
Policy Committee.

6.

7·

Ivins (Sec. Edn.)
Maccurdy (Mod. & class. Lang.)
Meier (Sociology)
Riedesel (Biology)
Schwerin (Anthropology)
wagar (History)
walden (Law)

(Statement attached.)

Discussion of police activities on UNM campus - Professor Fashing .
Recommendations for interim action -- Professor Hoyt for the committee on university Governance.

(statement attached.)

~lso attached: summarized minutes of meeting of March 24, 1970.
JND/ped
Enclosures
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
April 17, 197 0
(Summari zed Minutes )
The April 1 7, 1970, meeting of the University Faculty was called to
order by Vice Pres i dent Travelstead at 3:35 p. m. , with a q uorum
present.
At t he chairman' s request, Mr. Durrie read a statement relative to
t hose person s aut h orized t o attend and to vote at faculty meetings.
The Faculty t hen app rov ed motions t hat Mr. Dohme (Albuquerque Tribune
and Miss Mason (Alb uquerque Journal ), as well as a student, Mr . John
Rivera, be admitted to t h e meeting .
The followi ng e lec t ion s were made to the 1970- 71 Academic Freedom
and Tenure Conunittee: For t wo years (1970-72) as regular members
Professors Chre i st , Cott rell, Drummond , Hamilton, and Maccurdy; for
one-year te rms ( 19 7 0- 71) as alternates -- Professors Findley, Green,
Ivins, Waga r, a nd Wa l den .
An edited v e r s ion o f a proposed policy on political activities of
UNM faculty me mbers , i ntroduced at the March 24 meeting , was approved by the Faculty f o r recommendation to the administration and
the Regents.
The Faculty a pproved a request that Mr. Sam Taggard, a student
sena~or a nd an authori zed student representative at t~e faculty . .
meet~ng, be permitted a place on the agenda to speak on th~ p~sition
I think the Student Senate has been put in by comments of President
Heady that appeared in the Lobo. "

By motion of Professors Hoyt and Fashing, succes~ively~ t~e Faculty
voted to move item 7 ( "Recommendations for interim action -- Pro~essor Hoyt for the Committee on University Governance") followed by
~tern 6 ("Discussion of police activities on UNM campus") ahead of
item 3 on the agenda.
Upon motion b y Professor Hoyt for the committee on University
Governance , the Faculty appro~ed a recommendation that.the Faculty
Constitution be amended by deletion of Article I ~ ~e~t~on 2 • subse~tion (6) wh ich includes as one of the responsibil~ties of th7 .
U~iversity Faculty, "regulations affecting student life az:d activi !les; " . also that the motion lie <;>n the table ~or ~O days in accordnee with requi rements for amending the constitution .
After extensive discussion and the defeat of t wo P7opos7d amendments ,
t wo interim recommendations by the committee on university G~vernance
-- (l} th
d d committee shall also function
t
.at the Student Stan ar s
d ( 2 ) that paragraph
emporarily as a University Standards Board, an.
.
~ of A (section 1) of the Student Standards Policy r e vised ~o r ead,
In.cases where the action has not yet been taken , the c~mmittee ma y
decide whether disciplinary action should be taken, and if so,

tHe eM~ea~ 9£ ~~ recommend the imposition of such discipline (former
wording crossed out, proposed 1.v ording underscored) -- the Faculty
voted to table the recommendations until the May faculty meeting.

By vote of the Faculty, Major Hoover Wimberly (director of the
Intelligence Division of the New Mexico State Police) and Mrs. Joyce
Blailock (legal adviser for the State Police) were invited to be
present for the agenda item which concerned a discussion of police
activities on the UNM campus. Professor Fashing, on behalf of Professor Robert Walker, Professor Ted Guinn, and himself, then introduced the following resolution: "Resolved, the Faculty of the
University of New Mexico is opposed to the use of undercover agents
on the campus. Police surveillance and threatened police surveillance by undercover agents poses a serious threat to academic freedon~
participatory government, and First Amendment rights. We ask the
administration to refuse to cooperate with undercover agents, to take
whatever steps possible to stop current undercover activities, and
to prevent undercover activities in the future." The Faculty then
voted to table the motion until after Major Wimberly's presentation.
Major Wimberly then addressed the meeting briefly relative to
the ~ppearance of the State Police representatives at the March_24
meeting and a telegram sent to Governor cargo by Professor Fashing
protesting the presence of undercover police agents on the campus.
(At 5:30 the Faculty voted to waive the standing rule for
adjournment at that hour. )
After a considerable period of questioning, Major ~imberly and
Mrs. Blailock left the meeting, and the Fashing resolution was.taken
~ff the table for reconsideration.
(Discussion of the resolution was
interrupted briefly by a statement from Mr. Rivera that two faculty
members (unnamed) had approached several members of_U.M.A.S. last
year, during the poem controversy, with the suggestion that the
latter group, together with S.D.S., B.S.U. and others, take over the
Business Administration Building by force in order to confront the
Establishment.)
. st part of Professor
P ro f essor Zepper then proposed that th e f ir
lt
Fashing 's resolution be amended as follows: "Resolved, the Facu Y
of the University of New Mexico is opposed to the use of undercover
a~e~ts on the campus designed to intimidate campus personnel and
visitors. Surveillance and threatened surveillance ~y.underc~::~ a
agents designed to intimidate campus personnel and visitors P
d
s~rious threat to academic freedom, participatory government, an
First ~mendment rights. "
.
ult a roval
f
Discussion of the amendment was terminated by ~ac b YP ;~essor
~ a.motion to table the entire agenda item. A motiond Y.t~ this
ashing "to adjourn until a week from today at 3 : 30 ~n wi d ·
n
as.the first item of business" being defeated, a motion to a JOUr
(without qualification) was approved at 6:28 p.m.
John N. ourrie, Secretary
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THE UNIVERS ITY OF NEW MEXICO
FACULTY MEETING
Ap ril 17, 1970

The April 17, 1970, meeting of the University Faeulty was called to order by Vice President Travelstead at
3:35 p. m., with a quorum p resent.
VICE PRESIDENT TRAVELSTEAD
May I have your attention, please.
In the absence of the president, who is out
of the city, I have been asked to preside . I would like
fir st to ask Mr . Durrie, the Secretary of the Faculty, to
read a portion of a policy whi c h has to do with those who
should attend faculty me etings, and then this may be followed by some discussion or other action. Mr . Durrie, will
you please read for us t h at portion of our policy .
SECRETARY DURRIE
The University Faculty is defined
in the constitution as the professors, associate professors,
assistant professors, lecturers, and instructors~including
part-time and temporary appointees. The constit~on also
specifies by title a number of ex officio members of the
University Faculty . All of the above are entitled to attend
faculty meetings . However, part-time and te'/'mporary facult
members are n ot permitted to vote and the i~tructors are
members of t h e voting Faculty only after three ears full time active service. Other persons authorized to attend
faculty meetings are fifteen student invitees~-twelve undergraduates, and three graduate students . The mechanics for
selecting them are at the discretion of the student qovernments concerned and lists are supplied for each meeting .
These student invitees are not permitted to vote . Additionally, the Faculty last year authorized the Policy
Committee to invite to any faculty meeting up to ten administrative officials as special non- voting guests . Other
t h an the above, p~ attendance at faculty meetings is unauthorized except by specific vote of the Faculty at a
particular meeting .
That is correct. Now may I as k if there
TRAVELSTEAD
is anybody not in the categories desc ribed, to identify himself . Any question about these categories, we will be glad
~o have it read again . If there is anybody in the room not
l.n the category described -- we do have two, but we have a

Ru es for
ttend n
and Vo i g
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motion a b out t h e m, which we will take in just a minute .
Any q uestion a b out this, or anyone uncertain as to their
authorization? Mr. Cottrell has asked for t he floor.
PROFE SSOR COTTRELL
~r. Chairman, I would like to
move that we admit the repre~entativ es of the Albuquerqu e
Journal and t h e Albuqu erque Tribu ne . These are n ot t h e
regular education reporters, because of oth er ~ appening s.
I understand they are substituting for Frankie McCarty
and Rod Geer, and I would like to remind you -- I would
like to remind the reporters, as part of my moti on as a
matter of fact in admitting them, t h at the Policy Committee, in admitting t h e m this year, has aske d t h at faculty in the process of debate not be quote d verbatim i n
t he paper. You may, you know, you may in form wish to,
i n things like this, but in order t h at before y ou quote
faculty members who participate in t h e debate h ere today ,
I t h ink that the faculty would prefer that y ou clear t h a t
with the indiv idual faculty member afterward s, if h e i s
willing to be interviewed and make comments. That's hi s
But in the process of debate we would p~efer
business.
not to have direct quotes and with t h at I would move t hat
we admit the two representatives of the press.
TRAVELSTEAD

Representatives of Press
Admi ·ed

Give their names.

COTTRELL
Mr. Dohme from the I' ribune and Cathy
Mason from t h e Journal filling in for Frankie McCarty .
TRAVELSTEAD
a second?

You have heard the motion .

FACULTY MEMBER

Is t h ere

Second.

TRAVELSTEAD
Discussion? All those in favor say
"aye"; opposed "no". The motion is carried. Glad to hav e
you two representatives with us.
There have been some suggestions about a change of
order in the agenda.
I will correct myself, Mr . Boatwri ght.
PROFESSOR BOATWRIGHT
Mr. Chairman, I move ~he admission of one additional undergraduate student. His name
is John Fred Rivera and later at an appropriate time he
wishes to address the faculty for a few minutes.
FACULTY MEMBER

second.
we have a motion for an undergr adua te

TRAVELSTEAD

Additional
Undergraduate
s tudent
Admitted
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student named Mr. Rivera to be admitted.
I suppose, however,
what we will -- the way in which he will participate will
be at the pleasure of the Faculty. He doesn't automaticall y
get on the agenda. Any discussion about this?
PROFESSOR HOYT
to be here.
TRAVELSTEAD

I would like to know why he wants

Mr. Boatwright?

BOATWRIGHT
He applied to be admitted on the quota
and the quota had already been filled and he is a concerned
student and would like to be admitted.
TRAVELSTEAD

Further discussion?

Mr. Van Dresser.

STEVE VAN DRESSER
Could you please explain to me
when he applied to be admitted on the quota? Because it
wasn't filled until late this morning.
BOATWRIGHT
I presume it was some time this morning
but apparently too late.
TRAVELSTEAD
Other discussion on the motion? The
motion is to admit Mr. Rivera to the faculty meeting, but
with no further agreement at this time in the way in which
he will participate.
All t.hose in favor say "aye"; oppo s ed
"no".
All those in favor of the motion raise your hands,
please.
All those opposing the motion raise your hands.
I will rule, unless there is a challenge, that the motion
passed.
There ha~been some suggestions about changinq the
order of the agenda and we will be glad to consider those,
but I would like to request before we start in that we
allow the first two items to be handled in the order in
which listed because they are carryovers from the previous
meeting and planning time on them is rather important.
Unless there is some serious objection to that I would
like to proceed with items one and two and then we would
entertain motions about additional items on the agenda, or
changing the order.
Election of
Let's proceed, then, to item number one, which has
Academic
to do with the election of members for the Academic Freedom
Freedom &
and Tenure committee . Mr. Durrie will read the stipulations Tenure
c ommittee
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qbout this section.
.
DURRIE
To repeat what is ~ the a genda, if t h ere
is someone here who doesn't h a v e ~ ' the election is for
fi ve regular members for two-year terms and fi v e alternates
for one-year terms to the 1970-71 Academic Freedom and Te n ure Committee. The five candidates receiving t h e highest
number of votes -- and let me please interpolate here that
the highest really means the lowest; it's the numbers on t h e
preferential ballot. The person for whom you give a first
choice gets a one, the second a t wo, and so on, and so in
tallying it's like a golf score: The low score is the wi n ner.
B~t the five then who have the big gest v,ote, s h all we say ,
will be designated regular members with two-year terms and
t he five receiving the next highest number will be alternates
with one-year terms.
A ballot has been printed with valid nominations on
it. These were the nominations that were made at t h e March
10th meeting, and since no additional nomination s were submitted to the secretary, this is the final list of nominees
and their departments.
I would also call
biographical sketches in
agenda, which give you a
case you don't know some

your attention to the brief
the three pages following the
little background information in
of the nominees .

We will now pass out the ballots and ma y I caution
you to please indicate your preference by a number preceding every name on the list, going from one through fourteen .
Every name must have a number preceding it or the ballot
will not be counted.
TRAVELSTEAD
We will proceed now with item number
two. This is a carryover item from the last meeting . You
remember we had some discussions suggesting changes and it
was agreed that this would be submitted to a smaller group
and Mr . Durrie has an explanation about this item before we
take it up at this time .
on the fifth and sixth pages of the agenda
DURRIE
is the edited version of this policy .
I have taken into
account all of the suggestions and amendments made at t h e
last faculty meeting, and then, following the i~s~ruc~ions,
engaged in a little very minor editing for clarification .
I then submitted this to the Policy Committee and it's my
understanding, Mr. Cottrell, that this wa~ approv~d by t~e
Policy committee, so the -- accordin to instructions this

Approv a l o f
Po li c y on
Polit i c al
Activ i tie s
Facul t y

-17-70
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is now presented to you for a
to the administration and the
TRAVELSTEAD
DURRIE

Does i

or

s

I think we need

o

I move the approv

FACULTY MEMBER

Second.
on

d

Since our last meetin
Hoover Wimberly, who is director
ew exico State Police,
brief
to read to you to s~ow ho
i
pending before us .
"The New Mexico
ission to have a repre ent
eeting on April 17, 1970.
Plain our presence a th
er charges set forth
Cargo, Governor o f t e
Professor o sociology
sured that the Univer
our comolete cooperation.

r . ourrie, ft r on
resident nd some memb r o
tentative invitation . Th

o

h

Before I recognize anybo
ould like to present to he gro
pertain to a later item on the
about it .

0

n -

h

0

It is mo e .

TRAVELSTEAD
Discussio
in favor say "aye"; those oppo
passed.

on.

t

TRAVELSTEAD
I am told l.
bringing back an edited versi n, o
discuss at this time your reaction
e would be glad to hear those n w.

TRAVELSTEAD

n

no?

COTTRELL
It was pas ed 1
ing back an edited version.

HOYT

co

0

on?
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but he is available, I
nderst nd.
today, but is available top rtici
liberation if the Faculty so choo s.
has been the custom over the period o
administration of the preceding ch
people that would contribute o n
but in view of our recent concern bou
I would prefer that if you an t ·
e's declared himself and his r
on
you want him here to partic"pa e 'n
hich he has expressed an inter
th
from this group and that he be aa ·
pleasure and that he not be ad·
pleasure .
Mr . Thorson .
PROFESSOR THORSO
admitted for the discussion o
PROFESSOR NORMAN

Second.

TRAVELSTEAD
The mo ion
Before you vot
it's the understanding he wo1ld
that agenda item , and I bel'ev
sti ulation of your motion, al
ny discussion?

THORSON

'no" .

.

?

Yes .

All tho
TRAVELSTEAD
The " ayes" have it.

Mr . Wimberly will be
be found in the dust storm out
~i e.
We will now proceed to
I would 1·ke
HOYT
ite number seven out o
is t' at this is the onl
osal for interim ac ion co
It's the only item on the
he Faculty Constitut·on i
Point of this action is
next faculty meeting i
i June 3rd . Our cons i
st lie on the table for
c n only be act don thi
id on the table t
hi
prig . For th t re on

i

VO
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consents I would like tour
h
getting into things th t might r
TRAVELSTEAD

You want

u

o

?

n

HOYT
I move th t e t k
order and consider it at this t '
TRAVELSTEAD

n

Mr . D rri

otion?
)

(The motion was second d
Professor Hoy ,
DORRIE
entire item be moved ahead or
seven, which is the one deal'ng
HOYT
I would lik
but I will be guided by thew
e ar op n or
TRAVELSTEAD
tion to take item seven now.
. Co

COTTRELL
endation three of the Gov r
today if i t is to be app ov
nd support the motion mad
e split the item and move
items on the agenda are extr
ich we -- which they
rep
fter much study and for de lo
arrived in the secretary'
sips worked by leaving
part three of item seven,
a endment and in order or
pring i t must be presen e
old support that much o
oppose the motion to mov
l.S t i e .
TRAVELSTEAD
COTTRELL
It
motion to red th
nto the agenda for i
TRAVELSTEAD

h ch would mean e
even and put it out o

re y

n
{ )

p.
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Second .

PROFESSOR WOLF
HOYT

cc p

Mr . Chairman, to save time I would

TRAVELSTEAD
accept the change?

All right.
Does the ori 'n 1
Who seconded that?

con

n

NORMAN
I seconded that .
I do no
ace p
I would like to speak against Profes or Cot rel '
ment .
'rRAVELSTEAD

Were you the seconder

o

h

o

motion?
NORMAN

I was the seconder .

TRAVELSTEAD
All right , then
ment before us , then.
You may speak

t· 1
o i

o

NORMAN
I would like to s eak
Cottrell ' s motion , with due respect
as Chairman of the Policy Committe.
Goverance , I would say we spent long, lon ,
that particular -- on this pro osal c
n
and I think that there are -- there is pr
sity at this time a great need for us o
seven on the agenda at this t i e bee u
business at the moment .
Other discussion on
TRAVELSTEAD
amendment is to split the i e to mov

h

nd
d.

orw

n ?
0

(Several faculty members

er

c lling

or

TRAVELSTEAD
The ue tion h
amendment . Any other aiscussion on
of the amendment , which is to s l i t
aye"; opposed " no ". Well, all
•Old your hands u and get
vi
auditory .
All those against the
lost and we are back to the o i ·
item seven up to the present pl c
ther discussion on this?
r yo
Hearing no further discussion
ill say : All t ose in fa or
o e all o item seen u to
opposed " no ".
ill all those

ho

or

o ion ho

n

)
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up, please? Will al 1 tho
your hands up . I think it'
at . All of the back ro
n the back tier that avor t
s favoring t emotion to
in the top tier, please .
(Thereupon the standing vo

con

n

TRAVELSTEAD
ixty-two .
That means we wil
just a brief comment , item nu
item number three .

0

Mr . Sam Taggar , one
representatives today , h s
ulty .
I will recognize him

I would
SA..\1 TAG GAR
would like to speak on the
Senate has been put in by co
t appeared in the Lobo .
TRAVELSTEAD

r

And you

TAGGAR
I am re ue
tion to let me speak .

ing

0

th t h'
TRAVELSTEAD
at what you are requestin?
TAGGA

JJ

Ye .

It oul
TRAVELSTEAD
0
the Faculty vot
He ' s made a re
nt
ote and he said what
s
s there somebody who i
e agenda items?
PROFESSOR STU

I

(The motion w

co

TRAVELSTEA
t'
r . Taggar 1
r to
discussion on this

.

0
0

0
C
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or

(Several faculty members ~ere callin

u

h

o n. )

h

All those in favor o
'I'RAVELSTEAD
"aye"; opposed " no ". The "ayes" have i .
will take this up about seven thirt
Mr . Thorson has a point .
'k
Mr . President, I woul
THORSON
I don't think a motion is necessar , bu
take up the third recommendation of th Univ
Committee first .
I would like to al o poin
Faculty Policy Committee did support th
imously.

C

co

I assume this
TRAVELSTEAD
Fashing , you have a comment?

n

o n.

PROFESSOR FASHI G
Just n ...-c.r:-u
is likely to have relative sens'tiv
to make another motion to change th
this is going to radically affect h n
comes up .
TRAVELSTEAD

on.

0

All ri h ,

FASHING
I would like
P to follow what was previou ly ·
in view of two consideration:
and, number two, was that I mad
put on the agenda a very fe d Y
eeting and at the request of the
request to pursue the question i
therefore , it would have appear d
agenda , my original reg est .
DURRIE

That ' s correct.

TRAVELSTEAD
there a second?
(The motion

You he

as

econ

oiscu
TRAVELSTE D
n
er six up after item n
t o and three . Any discu
COTTRELL

es .

r.
b

on .

h n

r l

C

l

•>
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Mr . Cottrell.

TRAVELSTEAD

COTTRELL
May we quit changing the agenda and get
down and discuss this and maybe we can ge t th rough the
agenda. Let's vote on it and get down with the debate.
TRAVELSTEAD

)

Other discussion, relevant or not?

(Several faculty members were calling for the q u es tion . )
TRAVELSTEAD
My apologies. Do you wa n t to discu ss
six up to fol l ow item
the motion, wh ich is to move item
favor of the motion say "ay e"; opposed
seven? All those in
"no".
Will all those in favor of Professor Fash ing's mo t i o n
please stand? Will all those opposing the motion please
stand? The Chair rules that the motion passes, unless
somebody calls for a division of the house .
Now, Mr. Thorson, you have got -- y ours was a
gestion about how to proceed with item number seven .
wasn't a motion, it was a suggestion.
THORSON

sug That

Yes.

TRAVELSTEAD
Are we ready to take up item number
seven? Do you want to take his suggestion?
HOYT

Yes .

TRAVELSTEAD

I wil l recognize Mr . Hoyt .

HOYT
I was going to suggest that we take parag raph
three on page two of the recommendations first for the
reason that Professor Tho rson has mentioned . This does
require an amendment to the con sti tution, Faculty Constitution .
It refers to (6) of section two of article one,
which, as presently written, gives the Faculty the right
of review in any final action in regard to regulations
affecting student life and activities . I would like to
emphasize that this does not refer to scholastic and academic regulations which are taken care of in section four
of that paragraph: This relates to student life outside
the classroom and on the campus: Things like rules for t h e
dormitories and the students have a dormitory board or
committee whi
' ch normally takes this kind of t h ing u p , any In other words, this would,
way , with the administration.

Recommendationc
f rom committee
on University
Governa nce :
Faculty Respon
s ibility re
s tudent Life
and Activities

-17-70
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if we adopt this amendment, this would
matters would be regulated b direct n
the authorized student representativ s
tion without coming to the faculty.
I might add that this kind of
universities around the count , thi
to leave these matters primarily to th
regulations concerning , or to reconunend r
adminisi tration .

th

(There were several seconds b
COTTRELL

n

n

So I move the adoption of hi
there ' s a second to that, then --

I

.}

C

Second.

n
p

It's been mov d
TRAVELSTEAD
0
open for discussion . Do you w n
then we will recognize others.

n

k

Maybe we would sav
HOYT
discussion of this? I guess e
It has to be laid on th
discussion .
TRAVELSTEAD
the table .

You under

and

b

hi

n

I don'
PROFESSOR ALPERT
tion of article three is to one n

C

hi

Other di cs ion on
TRAVELSTEAD
w ich is Ro man number three?
HOYT
Then I move th
table for thirty days in accor
for amendment to the Facult Co

DURRIE
eeting .

by

econd

hich mean

I am afraid it i l
HOYT
0
ing because the May me ti g i

1

h

0

HOYT
There is no relation hi .
recommendations we are bringin
o h

(There were several

0

C

co

p
y

.)

C
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TRAVELSTEAD
We will la
days. We will lay it on the table
ill mean it will probably come
ny discussion? Are you ready or
those in favor of the motion say tta
The motion is passed .
HOYT
Then I would like tor co
of -- I would like to move the ado
and paragraph two of our recommendatio
gether, and if there's a second to h
to explain .
THORSON

Second.

TRAVELSTEAD
want to proceed?

It's been mov

n

I will
HOYT
recommendation is intended to me
board that could consider stud nt gr
although it could consider griev nc
o
the academic community efined
i clu ·
students , and administration.
h
student concern on this subject,
hers of the faculty are prob bl
has been voiced by the student bo
ident of the Graduate Student
the present time is that a st
n
a grievance has no hearing board
as faculty, of course, do ha e
they can take grievances, which ou
Freedom and Tenure committee . Thi
expressed by three Deans to our Co
they felt out of their experienc in
occasions when a student had a r 1
be helpful to the Deans if so e bo r
cold make recommendations to the D n ·
We are making thi r co
interim action because the
goverance , which will include
judicial functions wit in th
study and examination o f t e
ties . We have found ver
overance Committee that
erable period of time and
efore we -- the Gove anc
ny recommendations o th

con
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on these subjects.
We did feel that interi
ction
For one thing, it would be -- it oul
students that the Faculty are illin
that are of importance and concern to
is willing to do -- to face these need
them halfway , so far as the Faculty co
Referring very briefly to the
we have presented to you, I would
is a temporary arrangement and,
all loopholes . It doesn't spell ev r
have been impossible to write ad tail
subject in time to have action tak n hi
recommendation is only intended to l
Govetance Committee comes in with o
the whole -- on the whole subject o
until the ad hoc committee on righ
of faculty and students. This i th
vhich has also been studying his
be able to come in before the
its studies with proposals of it
document .
I would also like to emph
does not represent a very careful
There were on our committee people
not to go too far, to preserve th
administration and make sure th
to act on and that this body ou dn
penalties and also to preserve l
faculty members under the Acade
It was our feeling that we h
in this document.
The most extreme action
only if the Academic Freedom nd
that the board should go had,
complete right at any t i e o r
cademic Freedom and Tenure h r
is against a faculty memb r, an
on Academic Freedo and Tenur -- o
decides there is no question
t a t this board can go ahead
censure , or it can maker co
the responsible administr i
be right back going throu h
e might have , anyway, inc
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against a faculty member.
would
like to finish by bor o
-t
Don
argument against h
do our bit to curtail this relentl
of academic freedom into a
emperors .
«

T

.-,,'1

I would like to emphasiz
are trying to do in presenting hi
I t ink we can prevent a divi ion
dents , a division into contendin
n
indicates that it is willing to con
an open mind and with reasonabl
the reasonable requests of the
Open now
TRAVELSTEAD
Alpert and Mr. Dean .

o

Listening
ALPERT
really to ask , wherein lies t
otion? I do support the un·
not support a student Standard
out the dictatorship of the Su
some time .
I think we can
several months more . What
Students Standards Comrnitt
not duly constituted .
It
to judge faculty .
I am not
not under political pressure .
that it is under political pre
read the newspapers and watch d
t e Physics Department or the cont
ould know that that committee,
Committee , was under politic 1 P
idea of being put into the j
Standards Corrunittee , especi 11
politics .
I personally don't l
no at all together sure th
h
tee is altogether free fro
right or the left .
I th'nk
ficiently more
ch concerned
in relation to the stu
incident . At orst i
iency .

I do have a sugg
cause I don ' t bel·e

C
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if we go to this motion an
"Student Standards Cornmitt
it to "Student Radio Board".
saying this: The Student a
for this purpose as is the S
ere's a more important rea on:
Student Radio Board and I would 1 '
power and I would like ob p
pass judgment on those of you h
ically enlightened view .
(Applause . )
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Den,

0

?

OU

PROFESSOR DEAN
I w n
read this, it seems s ho h
place on any complaint wha so v
that, but as far as I can see
point over now we graded
his is at least the wa
care to tell us the type o
have that they have been
nable to address to us
ould be brought to us .
autiful pictures , but
ble to deal with .
HOYT
That is
couldn ' t write in the time
skin
DEAN
I amonl
Do you know of anything h so
HOYT

I

am trying

DEAN

Yes .

0

r?
0

o

HOYT
So firstly I don'
the time available a deta'l
1·
this would consider, b
Bo rd would consider heth r
ht to consider, so in th
nee, they would et
'n
they wouldn't consid r
complaint .

DE

I do not --

HOYT

And w

r ,

n

.
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11 until the Academic Free om
irst considered it . If the cad
ommittee d cided that this involv
they shouldn ' t consider the cas
ember is fully protected no a
o
could bring before them .
DE

I am askin

or on .

you

HOYT
One oft cm might
was a question whether the Stan
in this case . This wou d make
jurisdiction , but that Profes or
t i s would go to his rights , wou
go to the Academic Freedom and
Academic Freedom and Tenure Co
would then stay permanently th
Standards Board .
Take
TRAVELSTEAD
them . Mr . Cohen, Mr . Van
put Mr . Steger on .

I oul
PROFESSOR COHE
Second paragr ph
recommendations , after the sen
shall hear complaints and ch r
fore it by any member or group o
academic community - faculty,
against any other member or rou
community. The Board shall her
the jurisdiction of other jud'c"
ing amendment :

I offer as an amen
n
'In cases where a com laint or
faculty member , the Univer i Y
ssume jurisdiction her
charge concerns course
teaching quality . "
TRAVELSTEAD
ls there a second?

This ·

in

C

PROFESSOR STEGER

0

n

0

n ,

ov
TRAVELSTEAD
iscu sion .
ow old yo

COHE

Incas

r

0

C
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against a faculty member, the Univ r
not assume jurisdiction where th gr v
or charge concerns course cont nt, g
teaching quality .
Those others
TRAVELSTEAD
you want to speak to this motion?
you . If not , I will go to Mr . B rn
Barnett .
If
PROFESSOR BARNETT
comment here with respect
Policy Committee? We considered
carefully and we went back to h
number of amendments and I think
last paragraph here dealin
Tenure Committee seems to us, I
hole Policy Committee , covers
essor Cohen is suggestin . In
atter were brought before thi
hich dealt with any of the rn t
it seems to me that obviously h
would go straight t o t e Acad
Committee and I think there i
would be involved within the
so if he could explain wha th
is .
TRAVELSTEAD
Then Mr . Howarth .

r . Cohen '

COHEN
Yes . There's
tions of academic freedo st
ritten it . These are gener
in
s you have it you would re uir
be determined whether or no
dom is involved . This would el'
djudication in the ver firs
cases .
TRAVELSTEAD

r . Ho·

PROFESSOR HO~ RTH
seems to me that the q
iss eon ~hich students h
At pre ent th
Freedom and
c nnot take
emic Freedom

r

•
l.

1 you
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Gove ance Committee would allow a student to make this kid
·
n
o f c h arge an d get it
moving. Then it would have to be
discussed by the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, which
could then make a determination whether it was reasonable
or not.
In the situation we have at present the student is
absolutely unable to do anything in a case like this where
he will be discriminated against and this includes political things as well as teaching quality.
TRAVELSTEAD
May I recognize Mr. Van Dresser?
been trying to get the floor.

He's

VAN DRESSER
The question of grading, I think that
is raised, as a right of the faculty member when used for
evaluating student's performance certainly should have some
sort of protection. However, the grade is an extremely important and potent weapon, which a faculty member can use
without any reflection of the performance of a student in
class, and if a faculty member were to use a grade as a
weapon,
I would certainly hate to see it written out where
we could not appeal from that sort of measure.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Cohen.

COHEN
First of all there are avenues of redress in
all of these things.
There are department chairmen, there
are administrators, there is a course evaluation booklet,
there are the usual thousands of informal ways that students
have always used.
However, I would like to know on what
basis the committee, as you have constituted here, has any
competence at all to judge teaching quality of the man
involved; have any competence to judge grading. The man
might be from an entirely alien field from anything written
on the committee.
TRAVELSTEAD
then Mr. Mc Rae.

Mr. Cottrell and then Mr. Barnett and

COTTRELL
The committee would only recommend, though,
Mr. Cohen.
I think that -- I would like to emphasize the
point that Mr van Dresser just made, particularly with respect to grad~s.
I want to quote from the last journal of
the A.A.U.P.
This is the March, 1970, issue.
It's a statement draft taken on student participation and it's approved
by the A.A.U.P.
It's been submitted to the various col~ege
institutional members of the American Counsel of Education
and it has also been submitted by the Association of Governing Boards of Universities and Colleges through the members
Under the role of the student in university government. I
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would not bore you with the entires
tis, though: "The faculty member houl
from completely patrician and uninfo
d
students must be protected from
gradings by the faculty member.
we are striving for."

I think the question on grad"n
times may have to be adjudicated.
ou
ent chairmen and there are deans to h
another issue on our agenda thi a t n
di scussed this afternoon because o th
cussion , but questions of this ty
h
a number of times this year and
the deans and I have been at a cou l
meetings where questions were asked
and some deans have been above h
or make certain administrative ty
very few answers why they do not h
are afraid, irrespective, in g n
ary action would be. They go to
Tenure Corrunittee. We have told
Academic Freedom and Tenure Co
self by the very nature of it
other itself with a faculty m
t e rules and according to record
that do this with respect to grades;
closed week examinations, and oth r c
habitually refuse -- don't turn th ir
or three weeks after the de dl
nd
inations during closed week. B
think the Academic Freedom and
There should be reprimands by
I agree with you that the chair
but for the last several ears
this University, as well as oh
been taking it. Where doe tha
I think that there's
consideration that some her in
ea corrunittee to hear non-aca
have an Academic Freedo and Tenu
hear the non-academic freedo gri
arbitrary grades may be par o
TRAVELSTEAD

r. Ban

BARNETT
I don't kno
Point of objection, but I o 1

n
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just -- recommend or suggest
ent might be more appro ria ely
first sentence of paragraph t r
"These provisions do not affec
ember has under the current polic
tenure, including the right tor ue
Committee on Academic Freedom and T nu
in which he believes his acad mic
I would suggest that a sentenc coul
such circumstances shall includ
c arges relating to course cont nt,
teaching quality .
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Co en, do

n

o

that?
COHEN
Yes . First of
I would like to have one of th
explain to me how you differen
complaint on grades and a non-c
ithout the necessity of adjud ·c
tion here, I will accept the pl c
TRAVELSTEAD
Did you
seconded the first motion o
that change in wording?
PROFESSOR TO 1ASSO

h
n?

Y

TRAVELSTEAD
Then
r
of amendment, which would putt
. Barnett suggested after
violated" .
We are open to further i cu
for the floor , and then r . lper
then Mr . Hoyt .
0

PROFESSOR C RAE
he constitution of the Co i
so that I know whose i pe is
ere .
TRAVELSTEAD
DURRIE

0

The seer

This i

co

in t

n

It's
MC RAE

o, b t

ho'

on

h

0
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TRAVELSTEAD

He

ants to kno

ho

0

mittee .
DURRIE
HOYT

Mr . Hoyt might b

r

b

I don ' t know .

TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Durrie

h

HOYT
I don ' t think it'
Committee includes three alumni
Atkinson , who is a lawyer , John
and Mrs . Maxine Friedman. It ·ncl
see -- of administrative represen
Clinton Adams , Nathaniel Wollman and H
Faculty representatives include my
Ivins , Ralph Norman , Sidney Solo
it, I guess . And Bob Walker and
see, the student representativ
Bill Pickens , Ron Curry, and Bud
That's approximately it.
I would like
MC RAE
been my impression that the pre
rnittee is the recourse of as ud
capriciously graded, and there
made here that the students h
no
he had been the object of capriciou
rect in assuminq that the pres n Su
hears those cases and is her cur
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Alpert,

OU

h d

n

h

h

0

lieve .
Yes .
I beli
ALPERT
I do discriminate against stupid,
students .
I am not trying to cu
you to beat the issue , and I
discredit reasonable student .
we have been , most of our c
themselves students who are no
heir purpose is generall
o
and it's the tyranny o these -twentieth century b rbari n
gainst .
That is , the next
not be from the militar -indu
language .
I think it ill c
students , and I thin
e
TRAVELSTEAD

r.

g

P.
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and I got away from it because they are talking about the
amendment.
PROFESSOR WAGAR
I would like to speak against the
amendment because I think it would completely emasculate
the proposal. But I am also against the proposal. I would
like to ask Mr. Hoyt why it is not possible -- I think this
is relevant to the amendment -- why is it not possible for
questions involving infringement of the academic freedom
of students to come before the Academic Freedom and Tenure
Committee? Why can't we insist that the Academic Freedom
and Tenure Committee consider questions involving the academic freedom of students? All the specific cases that have
been brought forward so far -Point of order.
FACULTY MEMBER
have a visitor who is not authorized.
FACULTY MEMBER

Point of order.

We

It's Allen Cooper, I believe.

TRAVELSTEAD
Yes. Gentlemen, I will have to ask you
to leave, Mr. Cooper.
If there are others in the room who
have come in since we -- excuse me a minute, Mr. Wagar -who have come in since we read the original categories authorized, I would like to take a· minute to be sure this is
well understood.
If necessary, we will have it read again.
Are there others in the room who have come in who are not
in the faculty, students, or administrative groups authorized? If so, will you identify yourselves, or some member
of the group wishes to identify somebody else, we will take
a minute right now.
Mr . Wagar, you may continue.
WAGAR
It seems to me that all these specific cases
that have been brought forward that should be heard by this
so-called university student standards committee, which
seems very vague to me , but all the cases that have been
specifically brought forward are cases that involve alleged
infringement of the academic freedom of students and so I
think it would bring us all together much better if the
Academic Freedom and Tenure committee would empower itself,

?r be empowered, to discuss matters of academic freedom
involving students and hear such cases.
I think Mr. Norman and then Mr. Benavidez
TRAVELSTEAD
and Mr. Van Dresser .
NORMAN
we had exactly the same position, Professor
Wagar, and I believe it was last year or the year before and
I was a member of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee
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and there was a statement in th
says this Committee shall cons·a
freedom anywhere on the camous .
incident we debated whether e w
This was an immediate suspension o
said we thought it was, took up
jected to a great deal of abu e
faculty .
Mr. Benavidez, or
TRAVELSTEAD
believe I did bypass Mr. Barnet, n
h n
back to Mr . Benavidez.
BARNETT
I just '-lan ed
respect to Professor Wagar's
a~~11u~u
good argument can be made -- at
and I seem to be agreed on thi
does not involve a violation o
student involved .
It invol e
civil liberties, but comments u
appearance, long hair, beards,
a question of academic freedo.
TRAVELSTEAD
Dresser .

Now

r. B n

BENAVIDEZ
One reason
dom and Tenure Committee rig
is because students are not
and Tenure Committee . What w
stitute a board that include
and is representative of the
those cases , cases which are
ember of the University co
TRAVELSTEAD

r. Van De

VAN DRESSER
that there doesn ' t really see
all, students have not brou h
lty members . It might not
fact that there's no place to
TRAVELSTEAD
PROFESSOR
o hat is before
uggested .
I see
I hink there may

Mr.

eiho

EIHOFE
us , th
the po'nt
b a
tr

n
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on Rights and Resposibilities of Faculty and Students working on this kind of thing all year, which might even ~anage
to get out a report before the end of the year, I hope, has
worked up a tentative draft that we have spent some time on
and I would like to mention this as a possible solution.
We would - - I read only one sentence, that the proposed
board, such a:s you have here, would have jurisdiction where
the complaint alleges unfair treatment or wrongful conduct
by which the complainant has been injured . Now that's
broad enough and general enough, and yet I think it's
narrower than Professor Cohen's because this would not,
therefore, include course content . This would not involve
quality of teaching because it's limited to the situation
where the student says "I was injured" and can't speak for
the whole University or for the whole student body saying
that you ought to run your courses better or that you are
not doing a good job. That isn't for him . I think student
government probably has a legitimate voice there. But
you can't handle that individually .
It might be -- it might ,
however, cover cases of grade -- again, not the grading
system that the instructor uses but there might be cases
-- I trust rarely - - where the student says, "He treated me
unfairly.
He gave me a "D" because I dared to disagree
with him," or something of this kind . Unfair, unjust kind
of conduct, which if he can prove I submit ought to be
subject to some remedy.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Rothenberg and then Mr. Zepper.

PROFESSOR ROTHENBERG
Well, the proposal has been
made here to establish a committee of public safety to
safeguard the proper procedures within the Univer~ity, to.
recommend unspecified penalties, I presume excluding hanging,
burning, and quartering of the professor. ~ not~ce an
omission in this .
If we are going to deal in this v~gue
equalitarian program that all men are create~ equa~ in.the
classroom and the warning to all of us who might discriminate in grades between the students in classes and those
·
h
I ask have not the
th at appear lazy in
class, w Y, may
'
Poor janitors been included on this board? They, too, are
Part of the University .
FACULTY MEMBER

I so move.

·
h ve on campus other eleROTHENBERG
Also, since.we ~ .
.
· the
ments who have a legitimate or illegitimate interest in
t
University, should not they be represented? The~ repr1~en,
let's say the State Police, one from the community po ice,t·
'
t 'nly representa ives
then I think we should have on campus, cer ai
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on this board that are represent t'v o
past, and present, and that would m k
If you already want to go that rou
ever, that this route is fraugh
heard of any professional body tha
ily its professional judgment to
o
under.
I have not heard . I have not
would ever -- the numerical school would
course content to the schools of the t
of parliamentarily abdicating their
ended the republic in Germany, and
Republic in France, and I can see u
with a bang , but with a whimper.
(Applause . )

TRAVELSTEAD
mind you we are speaking to an
n
keep your -- not that you weren' ,
must pinpoint our point in order to
ROTHENBERG

Indeed I will

PROFESSOR ZEPPER
As
ac
to the amendment and this p rtic 1
in a grievance committee for an
the groups that are listed her
would be done to them . B t, i
ticular stopgap proposal i 1 b
and circumventing possibly so
normal procedures because th
sho ld go before this commit
whether they would consider
t.at is being brought before
uch better for us to wai
nti
on University Goverance to set
thought-out proposal, an plo
until the time this proposal
TRAVELSTEAD

r.

i l r

PROFESSOR ILLER
ent because I think the st
before a body of the facul.
thing on their minds .
I th1
if it's appropriate for he
J dgment of the people.
On o
is that they haven't h d non

p
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to the
Dean made before that there are appropriate
·
. . comment
.
administrative
channels like Dean's and oth ers t O d'iscuss
,
.
unfairness in grading, I would like to see a student t
that. The Dean is caught in the middle. He would pro~~bly
balk then.
Another committee to take this off his hands -I have never seen this happen, a Dean considered for unfairness on grading on anything.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Cohen .

.
COHEN
Mr. Chairman, the discussion has gone in
different directions and raised considerations that are
much beyond the scope of my limited motion. I was simply
concerned that in this temporary provision you might be
dealing with one set of abuses by creating another set of
abuses, and so until the final document came forth I am
simply suggesting a few safeguards as a holding action until the more detailed proposition is made. It's in this
sense, and only this sense, that I consider my amendment.
TRAVELSTEAD
Thorson.

Mr. Howarth, Mr. Green, then Mr.

HOWARTH
I understand Mr. Cohen's anxiety not to
open the doors to things that we haven't thought about.
I
submit that the simplest end, which says that these provisions do not affect the rights which the faculty has under
the current Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee gives us
all the protection that we need.
I think there comes a
point in setting up a board of this kind from which it is
absolutely clear, and the students believe absolutely,
overwhelmingly, there is a need . There is a need at some
point that we have to have some trust in people.
It may
be as Mr. Alpert has said, that the student -- which we
try to short circuit by using an already existing committee
to function temporarily as the University statndard board,
and I see no reason why we shouldn't trust these people.
The students are appointed by procedures which have been
approved by student government and by the .Regents. ~he
faculty members of this committee are appointed by this
body on the recommendation of the Faculty committee an~ it
seems to me that what we have to do is trust the good Judgment of this body not to -- not to do fool~sh th~ngs .. If
they do get into difficulties, since this is a~ inte:im
measure, we have some protection; Professor Weihofen s
committee may come up with something th~t's be~ter ~han
this proposal but there's a real need in the interim for
something to ~appen.
If we try to spell out in too much
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detail exactly which case the bo rd c
end up in the same kind of difficult
The difficulties of half-erism which h
in the past year have arisen over
thought of in the past years . We hav
kinds of cases , but then cases co
p
Our intention was quite deliberately
for the board to take up anything t
whe re else , and this is precisely wh t
submit that the reservation which
y
ed by the policy on academic freedom
the protection that we need .
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Green.

PROFESSOR GREEN
I would
has just said , particularly the f c
guarantees of the policy on acad mic
that will not be changed until th'
We have those protections. What'
gripes of other people, and it ee
that I have been hearing tonight ar
king's privy council would have adv nc
any representation to, say, othe th n
of lords , you name it . This is an
a paternalistic oversee .
ow the
called freedom , go to the depar
so on . They really do not h ve
heard , but it involves all sort o
posal to establish, at least a princ
has a temporary framework to ma e 1
more extended proposal placed be or
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Thorson .
0

THORSON
Like to mo e the
Cohen's amendment . On the a en
n
(There were several secon
TRAVELSTEAD
is not debatable . Decide
amendment that is before us.
otion say " aye "; opposed, no .
tion passed . we now vote on h
is the amendment origin 11
vised by Mr . Barnett .
ic
is now?

.)

0
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MR . BARNETT
Thi
entence of the last par
t nee, the following sentenc :
include, but not be limi ed
content , grading of studen , or

n

TRAVELSTEAD
Do you un
voting on? ro? Somebody
t
PROFESSOR EUBANK
ion , Mr . Chairman.

0

We h ve

TRAVELSTEAD
ink .
EUBANK

We have to vo

w did.
I wan to

TRAVELSTEAD
ready to vote on
not debatable .

ve

TRAVELSTEAD
d tell exactly
BARNETT

hi .

I don't

COTTRELL

Th

nd of the firsts ntenc

tence to read as foll ·
tr
TRAVELSTEAD
nd it, is that right?

BARNETT

That i

r

After

TRAVELSTEAD

BA ETT
ne 5 n
circumstances shall incl
,
: lating to cours con
ng quality."
TRAVELSTEAD
"ye"; oppo
aise your h
-~.~~e the motion r

or

JU
1.n 1

otion .

1·

'n

Tho

0
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or is your point lost now? Mr. Barnett?
McRae next unless he wishes to decline .
MC RAE

I think I had Mr.

No, I don't wish to decline.

TRAVELSTEAD

Great .

MC RAE
I want to ask the question again, and to cite
to you in part wh at the present responsibi lities and duties
of the Student Standards Committee says. They say this in
part, that a motion may be brought to this Committee by any
member of the University community, and I want to ask some
member of the Committee what this new committee does for the
student that the old one didn't do? If a motion may be
brought to the present Student Standards Committee by any
people or any member of the University community, I think
that an explanation is relevant to the understanding of what
you are trying to do here .
TRAVELSTEAD
Mr . Ikl' was next. May I ask there be
no smoking in the house .
If you need smokes, please step
outside. Mr. Ikl~ .
PROFESSOR IKLE/
I would like to address myself sadly
to Professor Howarth's invitation of trust or lack of . It
seems to me that r had always hoped that in our department,
at least, grades would be administered justly and the feeling that grades aren't admi n istered justly and that a
committee is necessary over and above the department implies
~hose things. Absurd.
How do you take it? How ~o.you take
it on the staff as faculty members? Of course, giving
grades to students, and I feel sorry that this would come
up in this particular fashion .
TRAVELSTEAD

Miss van Graber is next.

PROFESSOR VAN GRABER
tion operating here
TRAVELSTEAD

There is a very odd assump-

Stand up and talk louder, please .

I a m a little frustrated.
VAN GRABER
Excuse me.
.
Why do we assume that there is something magical about beindg
.
t b ause of that great an
a university professor? And tha
ec
.
wonde rful magic the university professors never d~tan~~~~;g
wrong . They never discriminate on any grounds:
upbi i
,
·
1
om
And that eignorance and absence from the c assro ·
cause thi; wonderful thing existed and it makes me sad that
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I don't think it does, that, ther

o
recourse.
I think if we can sit h re
of the faculty, should be allo ed to
a student who is stupid,doesn't app
ignorant, and calls him a studen
the student should have his recours
least to get redress fro a facul
(Applause by the students)
-- and I might also say from th
a teacher and is not a teacher .
to be in that position, but i
I
hope to Heaven's name someone ill
there .
Mr . Cottr 11?

TRAVELSTEAD
COTTRELL

No .

TRAVELSTEAD

Then

r. \ alk

I hat
PROFESSOR WALKER
eloquence , but I want to try to
tion .
I am on the Student St n r
with disciplinary matters, and unl
disciplined , or unless someone
we do not pass a judgment on th
are concerned with situations in
disciplined and in which none is
but they feel they have a ali
ember and we do not take juris
ould take jurisdiction of
in the event that the grade
F" for cheating or something
ans er your question?
C RAE

I think it d

WALKER
It's hat
as a disciplinary grade .

MC RAE
But I on
haven ' t come to your Co
WALKER

They h V, b

Cl
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TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Wolf has the floor.

WOLF
I want to say that I have not assumed that the
faculty were per:ect. That's not really what ram rising
to speak to. This may sound facetious, but I am not facetiou~ at all. I move that every place in these first two
sections that says "Student Standards Committee" be replaced by ''Student Radio Board", and if I could get a second
I will explain why.
(There were several seconds by faculty members.)
WOLF
I can see the urgency of this as the Committee
on University Govetince has recommended this as a stopgap
measure.
If they direct this to the student Standards
Committee at this point it is probably a sure way to see
that nothing gets done the rest of this semester.
The reason for that is this: For that is this hearing on the Thurmond speech and so forth, and I think there's
one coming up on the basketball game and so forth. Now in
addition to that, the constitutional composition of the
Committee has been challenged because one student member is
missing. There's been an accommodation to this, but I still
don't think this will take care of it. What has happened
is that there's a student member missing and the only way
the student member can be appointed is by the student body
president, Mr. curry, and Mr. curry is the plaintiff. He
is bringing the case against the students in both of these
cases. You see, therefore, the defendants -- Mr. Cooper and
Mr. Orzan are objecting to this and I think there is some
merit in that objection. I don't want to get in that. I
do not know the composition of the student Radio Board. I
do know that it is composed on the basis of the exceptions
to a later item on the agenda, is composed to a considerable
extent of students, I assume fifty percent, or approximately
that.
I don't think they have the agenda load that the
Student Standards committee has and I see no reasons why
they couldn't be used instead of this student Standards
Conunittee, which in all likelihood will not be able to deal
with any grievances this semester if we are trying to do
something at this point. r think we should direct it to a
conunittee that is composed of a considerable extent of
students and also faculty and with a conunittee that mig~t
be able to deal with matters at the moment and not be tied
up in constitutional questions and long hearings and demonstrations and what have you.
we now have before us an amendment about
TRAVELSTEAD
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the Radio Board , and I recognize
r . Van Dresser .

r. Ro

ROTHENBERG
I would like to
amendment for the Radio Board . I s
It seems friv o lous to you, but her
the point is that ~he Radio Board· p
cized and more fairly constituted han
Standards Bo ard .
I would say th t th
Standards Board has a tendency to l
In fact , most of the arguments I h v
been about some evils of the faculty.
thing about the evils of the studen
of one side and none of the evi
to be a black and white thing to
has eloquently proclaimed there ar
Is there one here that claims h
So now, if the public -- there's on
will even crawl on my belly in th
seems to me that the Studen R
o
us with many hours of non-contro r
tainment which is shown by selectio
the best board to hear these exc 1
before us and to make just and unp
of the various cases regardin cou
academic freedom , and the admini tr
haven ' t heard that , either . Are th
trators here?
So I say , let us all vote in

or o

ment .
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . van ores er

VAN DRESSER
I have nothin
I think they are all very ise and
and there ' s evidence of that: Th
manager last year .
I , howe
couple of problems invol ed .
going to be v e ry busy . They
next year .
The Radio Board
because they had a cert inc
and they knew journalism, hey
Usie , a n d the student ember
because they know radio bro de
the members of the Student S n
aopointed because of thei
seem that a sense of fair pl Y

n

h n
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to the faculty as to the students.
the question of why students ren't
stupid, and I think the differenc
this matter and the faculty is th t
existing means to apply sanction ag
are no means available of a p ying
ulty members or administrators.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Skoglund.

PROFESSOR SKOGLUND

I move

0

,

man .

cul

(There were several seconds by
TRAVELSTEAD
You move th pr
is the amendment on the Radio Board,
Is there a second to this?
(There were several second

by

TRAVELSTEAD
All those ·n
"aye"; opposed , "no" . I rule th t
Somebody wishes to challenge me?
the ruling and ask for all thos
the top tier to please stand.
(Several of the faculty m~:uw,cr
what motion was involved.)
TRAVELSTEAD
This is to
This is not on the question, but
uestion .
(Thereupon , the count of th

co

OU

I rule th
TRAVELSTEAD
were more than two-thirds .
o
motion . Or , rather, this is on
ave the amendment repeated .
WOLF
The amend ent ·s
Student Standards committee in
Roman numeral two with Studen
Point of infor
GREEN
tion -- what is the com
DURRIE

Three faculty

0

)
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Committe~, one administrative representati ve appointed b
the President of the University to serv e as c h airman,
·
fi. Y
ve
d
stu ent me
. mbers , one of who should b ea senator, and also
the station and business managers ex officio.
TRAVELSTEAD
Now voting on th e a me ndment all those
in favor of th e mo t'ion say ,'aye"; opposed, "no". ' I bel ieve
it f ailed.
We are back to the original motion .
(There were sev eral faculty members calling for t h e
question.)
TRAVELSTEAD
Open for discussion.
first and then Mr. Barnett .

Mr. Cottrell

Mr. Chairman, I move that we table this
COTTRELL
for a period of one month, and it be on our next a g enda, a nd
we then proceed with the next order of business.
(There were sev eral seconds by faculty members . )
TRAVELSTEAD
This is undeb atable, Mr . Eubank? Ri ght?
A maj ority vote.
This is not debatab le and all those in
favo r of the motion to table say "aye"; opposed, "no". I
think it's carried. Anybody want a division of the house?
We will now move to item six, but before we do I h a v e
addi tional information. We voted earlier to admit Mr . Wimber Jy who is h ere. He ha s an attorney , whose name is Mrs.
Blci;ock,
and I . would like to ask the facul ty if you wish
~o ask Mrs. Bla)ock to accompany Mr. Wimberly in the meeting.
(Several faculty members so moved a nd seconded . )
,(

TRAVELSTEAD
It 's moved a nd seconded Mrs . BlaJock
be allowed to accompany him . We will hold up just a minute .

tion?
here

FACULTY MEMBER
Could we have a further identificaWho is she? Does she represent t he State or is she

DURRIE

We don't know that.

FACULTY MEMBER

-- as a private citizen?

TRAVELSTEAD
r don't know . We went out and informe d
Mr. Wimberly after the other vote was taken and the note I

State Polic
Activities
on UM
Campus
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got back is that Mr. Wimberly was there but h e has with him
an attorney, whose name is Mrs. Blalock. I do not know .
DURRIE

I do.

TRAVELSTEAD

All right, Mr. Durrie does .

DURRIE
She is, I am told -- I am told she is the
official attorney for the State Police.
TRAVELSTEAD
We wi ll wait a minute on this item
unti l t~ey are now brought in. Now we are going according
t~ ~revious agreement, item number six, and we have the two
visitors that you approved for admission. I suggest since
Mr. Fashing put this on the agenda first, if you wish to
speak, you may.
.
~ASHING
I am not sure, exactly what would be appro~riate in terms of Major Wimberly's presentation, but I will
Just call attention to the resolution which I passed out .
It has a fairly lengthy discussion right now . I think most
of the people that were here have copies. If you don't
have copies, I have some others.
I would just like to say that I think that the recent
disclosure of undercover activities on t he campus by police
does represent what I think is an imminent threat to the
academic freedom of everybody in the Univ ersity community,
and I would like to see the University go on record as
opposing this kind of conduct in principle. I think it's
important that, given a standard that we are opposed, then
we give the admi nistration a mandate to take whatever measures
are necessary to r esist such activities. I think the rationale is included in the memo.
I would be glad to speak to
our guests, or I think discussion is appropriate at this time
and I would just like to move the resolution which is the
bottom part .
I don't know if I have to read it or what .
TRAVELSTEAD
I will rule we will put this motion on
~h e floor and open it for discussion and include r:1r .. Wimberly,
if he wishes to take part . The motion is that this is your
motion and it is at the bottom of the page. In case some
of them don't have it, would you read it out loud?
FASHING
Okay. Resolved, the Faculty of the Univer5it of New Mexico i~ opposed to the use of under~over agents
on ~campus. Police surveillance and threatened police surveillance by undercover agents poses a serious threat to
academic freedom, particpatory government, and first amendment
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rights.
We ask tne administr ton
with undercover agents,
stop current undercover activ ' ·
cover activities in the uture.
TRAVELSTEAD

Is there

PROFESSOR GUINN

con?

Second.

i

Open for

TRAVELSTEAD

n.

C

~ SCI/ ,ttNN

Of the undercover c i
uncovered anything with res ect to h
ed under the R. O.T . C. build ng?

/7\ ca 1 -r () l r;
WEIHOFEN
entation?

I th' n

h

May I ask th

TRAVELSTEAD
Yes .
wished to participate and h
answer questions on this motion
to it;if you wish to speak at
motion, we will be glad to do
offer you whatever time you n

r . Chi
MAJOR WI 1BERLY
this meeting , number one
COTTRELL
Mr . Chair an,
the motion , just temporarily .
table after Maj or Wimberl ' s so
tion to him was to speak to s,
to a motion destroys the purpos
would like t o move that ie t b
that we ma de by Professor Fashin
TRAVELSTEAD
EUBANK

co

Is ther

The motion yo

n

Ok

on

0

0

nitely .
TRAVELSTEAD
EUBANK
COTTRELL

0

say until a
until

ft r

n

?
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TRAVELSTEAD
EUBAl~K

Is this debatabl?

You mean to postpon?

11

(There were several faculty
question . )
Debatable, but
TRAVELSTEAD
the question. Anybody wish to speak
are not moving the previous questio.
FACULTY MEMBER
TRAVELSTEAD

No .

All those in

avor o

nitely
COTTRELL

Postponing .

TRAVELSTEAD
-- postponing
until after Mr . Wimberly's present
"no". Mr . Wimberly , will you com
WIMBERLY
Mr. Cha'rman, lad'
the benefit of you people that do no
Hoover Wiml:,erly .
I am a ew ex co
This is Mrs . Blalock, Joyce Blalock, ou
the New Mexico State Police.
ot h
have a legal advisor here toda, bu
bring our legal advisor to meetings
need one. Who knows.
First I would like to .aybe
insight into what happened he eon
one of our so-called underco er
n
that Jack Johnson was an underco er
out he was by reading some o
e
why some of our officers ere at
think you are due an explanation.
There wasn't any inten
exico State Police to put an
state police officers, at one
1aybe a little explanation o~
clarify i t .
Officer Jack Johnson
on the campus at that time in
found under the -- ors ppos

b

h

0
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under the R.O.T.C. building.

Also they attended a meeting

here on the campus of
FACULTY MEMBER

Political?

WIMBERLY
-- I don't like the word "political" because we are not interested in your political motivati~ns
or your ~olitical observations, or whatever you might want
to ca~l it.
It wasn't a political meeting, to my understand~ng.
Some type of a meeting here. I think it's a
womans federation, or something . I don't know . I don't
know what it was.
Anyway, during the course of the time that these men
were here for that meeting they heard that there was going
to be a faculty meeting and that on the agenda for the
faculty meeting was item number six, the same one that is
here, I believe, pertaining to the R.O.T.C. Since this
involved the possible bombing of the R.O.T.C. building
prior to that time, they felt , "Well, we will go over and
see what happens at the faculty meeting."
Now befo~e they got here Agent Johnson went to the
Student Union building to meet with a party that he had made
prior arrangements to be with . Agent Gilliland came over
here and at the door, or somewhere near the door, Mr. Durrie
can correct this if I am wrong, he asked Mr. Durrie if he
could attend the faculty meeting. At that time Mr. Durrie
told him that the faculty meeting was a closed meeting; that
he would have to take it up before the faculty, or Mr. Heady,
and ask for permission for him to attend. At that time
Officer Gilliland said, "Well, if it's that kind of meeting
we are not interested in attending . " So he left .
In the meantime, Officer Jack Johnson came in the
building somewhere and sat down upstairs, ~nd when the .
meeting __ when he found -- when it was pointe~ out to him
that i t was a closed meeting, he left the meeting, I understand.
But they were not directed here by any action ~f
the state police. We have never at any time -- yes, sir?
THORSON
I would like to ask why your officer was,
indeed, investigating the bomb incident, started showing up
at political activities in November?
WIMBERLY
Well, I didn't say he hadn't,been °~h~he
prior to that time, Mr. Thorson . Theres one
ing
campus
think needs to be made clear to everyone, and that
that I
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is that the New Mexico campus i
THORSON

r

o

h

I agree with th

WIMBERLY
And we are ew
cers and i t is our primary dut
the State of New Mexico. We have
times, and we will continue
a violation of the law.
THORSON

But the question

TRAVELSTEAD
Could I make
to continue in his statement, le '
rnent and then we can open uo for
WIMBERLY
Now in referenc
I requested to appear before the f cu
sent to the Governor of the Sta
o
Professor of Sociology, r . Joseph F.
the executive committee forte
We are taking objection to som
here and deny categorically th
existed, or will ever exist a
Police are concerned. We are not in
ical affiliations, your politic 1 i
motions or what have you. The onl
the state police are concerned, th
is a violation of the law involv'n
state property, insurrection, an
olves violation , specific viol t'o
As said at this meetin
political arrest or political
it.
I will be glad to ansver any
able to answer at this time .

and

TRAVELSTEAD
• ay
r . Howarth and then
HOWARTH

u

0

r .

I would lik

if 1r . Jack Johnson was attendin
is interest in the bomb un
t
q estioned at the time he told
or four of his children gr duating
ear and being concerned with t
WIMBERLY

That I can ' t

0
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know what -- why the officer told you this.
that you realize that an officer, making an
doesn ' t divulge everything that he knows.
HOWARTH

But I

i

nv

That's why we don't want him h

TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Guinn is next.

GUINN
The first time I encounter d r.
out in the mall when he was taking my pictu
time we asked him who he was and he said
from Roswell and gave a fake address from Ro
dressed somewhat casually . The only tirn I h
seen him without a necktie . He took y
c
He took my picture at the November mor tori
my picture down in front of the induction c n
are all politic a l activities . I wasn't commi
FACULTY MEMBER

h

And he was a lousy ph

I grant you that he
WIMBERLY
lousy photographer .

as

p

n

n'

GUINN
I might further add that
know the faculty meeting was closed, it'
because he was sitting here when we voted
not we would admit the press .
WIMBERLY
Mr . Guinn , it's my und rs
knew
that you knew Jack Johnson was in
long before you questioned it.
hy didn't you
prior to that time ?

0

n
u
u

0

n

GUINN
No, I did not know he as in th r
because I noticed him sitting uo t ere, but e ~yd'
looked, he put his hand over his head, and I h
in identi fy i ng h i m, if I saw him .
WIMBERLY
Other people in the acult
present . Why , why didn ' t they ask him to l
time?
GREEN
At that time we saw h'
minutes and he identified him . However, 0
ognized him as having been he e befor th
WIMBERLY
That may well be, r.
that I have given the best explanation I
the reason why J a ck Johnson was here. I

h

rio

0
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situation that came up and I can assure you that it won't
happen again as far as we are concerned, to attend the
faculty meetings.
TRAVELSTEAD

l'

These in order:

Mr. Taggart, Mr.

Rigsby.
TAGGA*
As far as being unfortunate, I would certainly say it was, because he pointed me out as having seen me
before, and, furthermore, the next day I called the state
police and asked them if they had an undercover agent named
Jack Johnson and I was told he was one of their best agents.
This is what I was told over the telephone.
Furthermore, the other night I was arrested for purchasing alcohol under age.
I was asked to identify a pictu re
of Professor Fashing and asked to identify Mr. Guinn, who
was -- who identified Mr. Johnson.
WIMBERLY
J)
TAGGAR1

That's clearly the truth.

WIMBERLY
Taggar .

I think you need

I think we need to clear

up

one thing , Mr.

Who asked you these questions?
])

TAGGAR1.
WIMBERLY

I can ' t

i dentify them .

Three.

was it a state police officer?

Were

you arrested by a state police officer?
'J).

TAGGAR1
WIMBERLY
TAGGAR;
WIMBERLY
"D

TAGGAR1

No, I wasn '·t.
Did any state police ever question you?
No .
I guess they were not state police - Oh, I --

WIMBERLY
Do you know for a fact? Excuse me . Do
you know for a fact that Jack Johnson had never seen you
before?

l

.

.

TAGGARt
Jack Johnson pointed me out in association with Mr. Rigsby and Mr . Manny Wright as being in political demonstrations and so on and so forth, and in t h e
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time that I have been in Albu u r u
h
one demonstration and he said h
WIMBERLY

Did he say a po

He used his C p
TAGGARt
the demonstration and it's an ou

C
C

Did he say poli
WIMBERLY
meeting?
at that faculty

1C

THORSON
I have the wor
according to the legal record o
said -- Professor Merkx said b or
would like to ask him a quest·on, no
police officer in this meeting but h
names of two students in them
to Mr. Wright and Mr. Rigsby.
point -- I am sorry, but I s id
'Johnson" -- well, he asked -- John
in places most of the student
rn n in the gray shirt." I b 11 v
Professor Merkx and the gentl
n
striped shirt and at one point I in
were people who had been seen by 0
WIMBERLY
That's not
Read exactly what it says.
THORSOl
from that --

t

I am read·ng

h

WIMBERLY
You are infer in,
inferring . But let's get don o
will you?
TRAVELSTEAD
Do you
there some question about
THORSON

O

TRAVELSTEAD
Dresser .

I

I think

Mr. Ri

y

DAVID RIGSBY
Ye,
I am a student at thi Uni r
eek and I have a thre po'n
but I am not a lazy radic 1

n

?
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being.
I would like to ask one question to you: Why it is
that Jack Johnson singled me out on many -- at many demonstrations, since I am chairman of the University of New
Mexico mobilization committee to end the war in Vietnam, and
formerly chairman of the University of New Mexico moratorium
committee. Why he singled me out and took pictures constantly of me, and of my original - - of people who were taking
part in demonstrations. Actually, I would like to ask why
it is that Mr . Jack Johnson admitted to me that he maintains a dossier on the name "David L. Rigspy".
WIMBERLY
Mr . Rigsby?

Have you ever seen any of his pictures,

RIGSBY
No, I haven't, but he said to come down to
the state police and you would show me my entire dossier.
Is that true? Will you?
WIMBERLY
RIGSBY

I doubt very seriously if we have a dossier.
He's a liar.

WIMBERLY
I doubt that you could ever see it, but
I don't know that he's ever taken your picture and I don't
think that you can truthfully say that you know that he
has ever taken your picture.
RIGSBY
WIMBERLY

We have pictures of him taking pictures.
You have got pictures of him with a little

camera.
RIGSBY
We have taken pictures of another photographer
with white hair who identified himself as a photographer
who had been hired by the state police department. We
have further been told that this man is actually a federal
agent .
WIMBERLY
You made that statement over there the
other day and I don't anyone ever substantiated the fact
that this man has ever been employed by the New Mexico State
Police .
RIGSBY
WIMBERLY

Jack told me he was.
I doubt that.
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RIGSBY

He

id .
xt

TRAVELSTEAD

1.0

,

VAN DRESSER
I was ju
the state police force, bo h
liberation meetings?
WIMBERLY
in the mall .

h

It was am e

0

VAN DRESSER
Ear . r you
women ' s group , is that i ht? I
expecting to get advice on ho
I would like an ns~er to h

r. F

TRAVELSTEAD
earlier .
VAN DRESSER
officers were tryin

h n , you h

I h v n'

o

Pon

s cond .

FASHI.G

o co

TRAVELSTE D
those in favor say
the discu ssion .

0

h

r . F shing ,
i

I

r.

TRAVELSTE D
r . eier .
THORS01

d I

It ' no
nd
ul

TRAVELSTEAD
to waive the house

then

0

o

co

The t
GUI
rule number one .

G

n

0

h

I

FACULTY ME BER

FASHI

n

o

t

w n
Th
WI 1BERLY
was going on , I imagin.
VAN DRESSER

0

0

0

'

0
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f
denied
the allegations in the tel egram. I don't have a c
o the telegram.
I would like to ask
· 1
. opy
and I would like to h
.
simp.y one question,
get one:
. av~ a ~ategorical denial and I hope I
Do you maintain files on political activities?
WIMBERLY
No, sir. We have never maintained a file
on any political activists.
THORSON
May an individual officer maintain such a
file without your knowledge?
WIMBERLY
That might be possible, but I am referring
to the New Mexico State Police.
RIGSBY

Jack said that it was the opposite.

THORSON
Would you be willing to express a wish,
which I assume in your parlance would be a command , that if
individual officers are keeping such files that they turn
them in to you?
WIMBERLY
THORSON
WIMBERLY
THORSON
WIMBERLY

On political
Yes .
-- activities?
Yes .
Absolutely.

We could care less what your

political affiliations are.
THORSON

Would you do that for us, please?

WIMBERLY
Yes . Certainly, Mr. Thorson .
care less what your political aspirations are .
TRAVELSTEAD

I could

Mr. Meier and then Mr . Hersh.

PROFESSOR MEIER
It's impossible to take that denial
seriously when you have abundant evidence of this kind of
intimidation. Every time a political demonstration happens
we find not only a large number of police agents but some
that have been readily identified in the business of taking
pictures . That doesn't matter whether we have seen this
picture , the act itself is the act of intimidation. It makes
people believe that they are having dossiers built uo for
some reason and it's no accident that these things always

)
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happen in politic 1 activ't '
that you should come n hr
face of this evidenc .

I

n

g

0

(There was much l uh

r.)

WIMBERLY

idn'

0

It's ju

IMBERLY

ch

Le 's

TRAVELSTEAD
at a time, please .

C,

IMBERLY
Mr .
i
tand . You made the
t
other day that the F . B.
time , to check on the olit c
fessors and college stud n
EIER

.

And org n z

ion ,

oo;

I don '
WIMBERLY
t Po
St
any ew Mexico
I thi
or anything .
MEIER

Th y

ur

n

•

did .
WI BERLY
And
1
to your kno ledg , h
ever made an arr
no

MEIER
talking abou
IMBERLY
re tal ing bout

I R
hen Jack John on
tion.

no
ton

in i
LS

D

0

C

n

.
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PROFESSOR HERSH
'1y gu
i
games with the word "poli ics".
understand that these d mons r
on
ities .
I wonder if Majo
'rnb r y
strations a political activi y, n
recognize that all citiz n , ·nclu n
to participate in peaced mon r io
Also, if he does recogn
are legally conducted, then ex
Johnson , there with a cam r ?
is there?

on,

umb r on , I -- n
WIMBERLY
very thoroughly what you m n .
HERSH
y name
when he takes his picture,
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to answer this man , Mr. Rigsby, and I will get to you if
you give me a chance.
I think everyone is entitled to
their opinion.
I think everyone is entitled to demonstrate if they want to demonstrate.
But, as I said before,
there are people in this town, whether you know it or not,
that object very strenuously to this.
Some of t h e people
in this room no doubt have already received threats from
some extremists, and this is a direct threat. Whether you
know it or not, right on this campus
Why the camera?

VAN DRESSER

WIMBERLY
There are people that object to certain
things that go on on the campus.
HERSH
I agree.
I agree that the state police has
a duty to protect citizens who are engaged in legal demonstrations.
However
WIMBERLY
I don't think, Mr. Hersh, that any state
police officer has ever interfered with your demonstrating
on anything.
I asked you why he comes up with this camera
HERSH
in my face like that?
FACULTY MEMBER
HERSH

Maybe you are prettier.

Is that to protect me?

WIMBERLY

Maybe he wants to get a picture of every-

one that is there.
(Many faculty members were making noises.)
HERSH
he does that?

WIMBERLY
HERSH
WIMBERLY

If he is working for you, don't you know why

Certainly I know why he does it.
Why?
To get a picture of the people that are

there.
VAN DRESSER
WIMBERLY

It's to keep dossie~s.

Because he wants to know who's there.
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saw this gentleman here take my picture, a m I correct?
Yes, you.
MR. LAWRENCE
I am a faculty member and a staff
member here at the University.
ALPERT

Yes; were you taking the pictures there?

LAWRENCE
I was among the guests staying longer than
we decided to inside the - ALPERT

Are you connected with the police in any

way?
LAWRENCE
ALPERT

I am not .
Can I have a CO?Y of the picture you took

of me?
LAWRENCE
ALPERT
LAWRENCE
DURRIE

If it turns out fine, yes .
I don't know about your
My name is Lawrence.
He's a member of the staff in the public

information office .
ALPERT
I do not feel intimidated now .
I think
it's within the right of some individuals to take pictures.
If I had a camera there I would have felt free to take
pictures, as well. Now I would like a copy of that picture before you put it in your dossier .
TRAVELSTEAD
He's a member of the news bureau, a
regular member of the University community, Mr. Lawrence.
ALPERT
LAWRENCE

I meant no offense.
I took none .

TAGGA;j
As I said, I made that call to Chief of
Police Murray, whatever, of the state police, and it was
my understanding that if Jack Johnson is on duty he does
represent the state Police of New Mexico . Now I would like
to clear up possibly some semantical questions of value
judgment, whatever, if I am not being intimidated, that's
all very fine, but I say that Jack Johnson on campus, and
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VAN DRESSER
THORSON
GUINN

But you --

And no pictures?
No question?

FACULTY MEMBER

Then you do have a dossier.
One at a time.

TRAVELSTEAD
the floor.

Mr. Van Dresser has

VAN DRESSER
The second question: If there is a
gathering of students at a rally opposed to Vietnam war,
would you say that the incidence of their likelihood of
committing a crime is any greater than a group of drunks
in a bar down on Central? Do you go in the bar down on
Central and take people's pictures because they might commit
a crime?
WIMBERLY
I think you have to look at this thing
objectively. You have got a little different situation.
As I said a little while ago, we are there for your protection as well, whether you know it or not, there's a
lot of people that object to these so-called -Are you taking their pictures?

VAN DRESSER

WIMBERLY
You bet. If they are there, we are going
to take their pictures. We know a lot of them.
If they are objecting to me, they are
VAN DRESSER
not at the demonstration.
WIMBERLY

They may be.

You don't know.

FACULTY MEMBER
Would you answer the question about
the bar? I thought it was very good?
WIMBERLY

Yes, sir.

We take pictures wherever we

need intelligence information.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr. Rigsby is next and then Mr. Howarth.

RIGSBY
Sir, what I have heard you say, in fact what
you have said, in case you don't know, is that you do keep
dossiers on us.
I would also like to say another thing:
Mr. Johnson intimidates me, not by his mere presence ~ut by
his comments also. Mr. Johnson has implied at one point that
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Mr. Howarth. May I ask, in deference
TRAVELSTEAD
to those seated here for whom some language is offensive,
that you try to express yourselves without using such
language. Mr. Howarth.
HOWARTH
I am rather disturbed by Mr. Wimberly's
lack of knowledge on certain things. He doesn't know why
Mr. Johnson lied to us at a faculty meeting a month ago.
I suggest perhaps he might bring an assistant, who is more
knowledgeable.
I am a little concerned, too, with
will retain his present assignment, since
The results of this will indicate whether
provocateur.
In the meantime I move that
resolution be removed from the table.

whether Mr. Johnson
he is well known
he is a spy or a
Professor Fashing's

(There were several seconds to the motion by the
faculty members.)
TRAVELSTEAD
We have a motion and a second that the
-- the motion earlier from Mr. Fashing which was postponed
definitely be brought back up for consideration. What is
your pleasure about this motion?
THORSON

I move the question.

TRAVELSTEAD
All calling for the question and we will
bring it back up for consideration. Yes, Mr. Rivera.
RIVERA
Before this question is brought up I would
like to say what I came to say at this meeting.
TRAVELSTEAD
HOWARTH

Now we went -- just a minute, Mr. Rivera.

I think this motion is not debatable.

Was the previous question moved? CallTRAVELSTEAD
have to do it, Mr. Rivera, after this.
ing for it? We will All those in favor say "aye"; opposed,
It is not debatable.
"no" .
(Thereupon, the motion was duly passed.)
TRAVELSTEAD
is that correct?
DURRIE

Now we are to vote on the Fashing motion,

No, to take it off the table.
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problems here, misunderstandings, I think that there's ways
and means that we can go about i t and get them corrected.
I know that our office is always open if there is anyone that
has any concrete evidence of any New Mexico State Police
officer, and I am talking about some of these meetings or
alleged photographs or anything else, if there is any of
you that have a concrete -- concrete information and facts
that will substantiate your information that any New Mexico
State Police officer has mistreated any student or any
faculty member on this University, or off the University,
we will be glad to entertain anyone or any committee that
wants to come before the State Police authorities with this
complaint.

Thank you.

TRAVELSTEAD

Thank you, Mr . Wimberly.

(Applause.)
TRAVELSTEAD
We now have the Fashing motion before
us and I will ask those who had their hands up, the gentleman right back here that did not have a chance to speak,
if you wish to speak to this motion.
FACULTY MEMBER
I just wanted to add one little bit
of information. One consumer of pictures of demonstrations
on and near campuses of the sort described here is the
House Committee on Internal Security. Previously i t was
the House committee on Unamerican Activities .
I brought
along one of the volumes that we have in the library that
shows pictures of students all carefully numbered and
listed and we don't know where these pictures went.
If
I had my picture taken at a demonstration of this sort I
might worry about what use would be made of it.
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Rothenberg has been on the list.

ROTHENBERG
My name is Rothenberg.
I don't have a
camera.
I don't even own one.
But the point that is raised
by the Fashing resolution is somewhat wider than you seem
to say and I would like you to consider it .
On this campus there must be an active number of
intelligence organizations, federal as well as state. I
don't quite see how you can avoid them, to be quite honest,
and I would like you to consider this . This campus does a
fair amount, not a large amount, of classified military
research .
some for Sandia, some for other agencies. Obviously the security of this research will be -- require the
~
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RIGSBY
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as well as a lot of our students, and r am going to demonstate this with an example of what happened last year during
the Love Lust poem controversy.
I was sitting in the Student Union building with
several members of the militant faction of the U. M.A . S.
when we were approached by two faculty members who are in
sympathy with our cause for racial justice, thought t h ese
two faculty members -- and I am going to ask you to please
excuse the language I am going to use now because I would
like to express the words that they us e d to me
TRAVELSTEAD

If it's a direct quote we will admi t

it.
RIVERA
It's a direct quote . Now t hese t wo faculty
membe rs, one of them, made during the meeting, a suggestion
that we align ourselv es with the S . D. S., Black Students,
and any -THORSON
I object . Again, I am sorry to keep rising,
but it seems to me that this is the worst kind of hearsay .
RIVE RA

This is not hearsay .

TRAVELSTEAD

I was pre s ent .

Mr. Rivera, hold it, please .

Mr . Thorson .

THORSON
If Mr . Rivera has evidence which should
result in criminal charges, then he very well should take
that evidence to a grand jury or to a district attorney ' s
office, but he should not be allowed to impugn unknown
people .
I am sure I am not the person involved, but s omeone may feel that t h ey might be and I don ' t think this is
fair .
FACULTY MEMBER

Mr . Chairman, Mr. Rivera has the

floor.
TRAVELSTEAD
RIVERA

Mr . Rivera.

All right .

TRAVELSTEAD

I did not

Can you cut this short?

The hour is

late .
Yes .

If they keep interrupting me I don 't

RIVERA
see how I can .
TRAVELSTEAD

Maybe that's because of what you are
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(Applause. )
PROFESSOR DICK
I wanted to say that the initial
point here was whether or not we should have undercover
agents at all, and I, of course, endorse the reason for
letting them exist for such reasons as this. The only
thin.g about the amendment that Mr. Zepper brought up here
is the definition of what constitutes intimidating. Remember, when we earlier discussed this, it was the idea
it was generally thought that taking pictures constituted
an intimidation and then it sort of moved -- the discussion
moved a way from there and all of a sudden we thought if
the undercover agent says things that provokes people,
that constitutes intimidation. Now it seems to me that
before we allow the amendment to go through, we have to
find out just what initmidation is .
TRAVELSTEAD

Thank you .

Mr. Barnett is next .

BARNETT
My only comment goes to this particular
amendment.
I agree with Professor Walker, that if we add
here the word s "designed to intimidate" we haven ' t accomplished anything be cause Mr . Wimberly has already said
that nothing they are doing here is designed to intimi d ate
anyone, even the taking of pictures right in front of
people's faces.
So we are not going to accomplish any thing
by this, if we adopt your motion .
ZEPPER

I believe we would .

TRAVELSTEAD

You may answer that.

ZEPPER
I believe that you would, because this would
give a possibility of bringi!l:JUP where it would be inv esti gated and brought out on the «table, whether it was actual
intimidation.
BARNETT
I think everyone who has their picture
taken agrees that it is intimidation, but ~r. Wimberly sa~s
it is not. Now how in the world are we going to do anything
if we simply use language that he has already stated v er~
flatly right here in _ this audience that he does not consider
to be intimidation?
TRAVELSTEAD

Mr . Meier is next.

MEIER
I would like to help clarify "intimidate".
Mr . Wimberly obviously did not come close to understanding
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amendment or a series or you can table the whole thing.
I intended to table everything on

FACULTY MEMBER
this.

TRAVELSTEAD
Well, was there any misunderstanding
about that?
If so, we better take those for it . Will
this group please be seated.
WALKER
There is no misunderstanding.
there was a motion to table everything.
TRAVELSTEAD

Some say

Will those who voted for it please

stand.
FACULTY MEMBER
Point of order. Point of order.
Last year when we voted to extend meetings it was a time
limit on that, wasn't there?
FACULTY MEMBER

Yes .

Thirty minutes.

Today we waived the rule.
COTTRELL
just waived was the rule.
FACULTY MEMBER
that we --

·
No , no.

Thirty rninu es .
That's all we

1 think the rules were

Point of order. This is in order, and
TRAVELSTEAD
to thi· s time rule, you are in
if you wish to call attention
. order, Mr. Beckel.
I am not clear what it was.
PROFESSOR BECKEL
The rule that you are referring to, Mr .
.
COTTRELL
after two hours, you
Beckel, is that at five thirty, or
d the meeting at thirty
could, by a vote of the Faculty, exten . t ask for a
.
.
Th other way is o
minutes after at a time.
e
.
to waive extending
w ·
d •s motion was
aiver of the rules. To ay
db the thirty minutes
rule number one so we are not boun
Y
.interval.
'
That's correct.
.
to ask again, those who
TRAVELSTEAD
I would like
us please stand and
wish to table all the motion before Those that are opposed
we will count as quickly as we can.
d
The motion to
.
please stan.
to tabling on all three tiers
.
table is passed fifty-nine to forty-six .
DURRIE
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Mr. Durri .

TRAVELSTEAD

ROTHENBERG
What are you?
number one had been waived and -COTTRELL

Din'
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you

That ' s right.
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Mr . Durrie --
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FACULTY MEMBER
they are voting on .
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n,

0

TRAVELSTEAD
We are voting on
question . That ' s what wear vo
question .
FACULTY MEMBER
next Friday ?

Nheth r
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TRAVELSTEAD
No, tha' b
stand who are for calling th pr viou
opposed , please stand .
All r ght,
we are voting on the motion pos d by
in favor say " aye "; opposed, "no'.
stand .
All those opposed plea
counters it is fifty-three "ye" n
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Mr . Chairman --
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ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND TENURE COMMITTEE NOMINEES
FRED M. CHREIST, SR.
B.A., DePauw University; M.A., Ph.D., Northwestern Unive rs ity
Professor of Speech
Special Counselor in University college
Formerly director of Speech and Hearing Center
Carne to UNM in 1947 from teaching assistantship at Northwe stern
Member of AF&T Committee, 1965-67
Spe~ial field of interest: speech pathology, especially work
with foreign students

MARION M. COTTRELL
B.S., M.S., University of New Mexico
Associate Professor of Civil Engineering
Came to UNM {full time) in 1956 from U. s. Corps of Engineers
Member of AF&T Committee, 1968-70
Special fields of interest: structures and applied mechanics
KENNETH E. COX
B.Sc., Imperial college of Science and Technology, London;
M.A.Sc., University of British Columbia; Ph.D., Montana State
University
Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
Came to UNM in 1965 from industry
Special field of interest: engineering science of materials
HAROLD D. DRUMMOND
B.A., M.A., Colorado State College; Ed.D . , Stanford University
Professor of Elementary Education
Formerly chairman of the Dept. of Elementary Education
Came to UNM in 1960 from the faculty of George Peabody College
for Teachers
Member of AF&T committee, 1968-70 (chm., 1969-70)
Special field of interest: elementary school curriculum,
expecially social studies
JAMES S. FINDLEY

B.A., Western Reserve University; Ph.D., University of Kansas
Professor of Biology
.
.
Came to UNM in 1955 from the faculty of the University of
South Dakota
Alternate on AF&T committee, 1965-68, 1969-70
Special field of interest: mammalogy

JOHN R. GREEN

B.S., Ph.D., University of California (Berkeley)

Professor of Physics
.
.
Carne to UNM in 1950 from a teaching assistantship at the
University of California
Alternate on AF&T Committee, 1962-68; member, 1968-70
(chm., 1968-69)
Special field of interest: solid-state physics, especially
plastic crystals

DAVID B. HAMILTON, JR.
B.A., M.A., University of Pittsburgh; Ph.D., University of Texas
Professor of Economics
Came to UNM in 1949 from the faculty of the University of Texas
Member of AF&T committee, 1962-64, l~1D-7~
Special fields of interest: consumer economics, economics of
poverty, institutional economics
WILSON H. IVINS
B.A., Western Michigan University; M.A., University of Arizona;
Ed.D., University of Colorado
Professor of Secondary Education
Formerly chairman of the Dept. of Secondary Education; also
formerly director of the summer Session
Came to UNM in 1949 from the faculty of Indiana University
Alternate on AF&T Committee, 1968-7/tSpecial field of interest: secondary school curriculum,
especially activities programs
RAYMOND R. MacCURDY, JR.
B.A., M.A., Louisiana State University; Ph.D., University of
North Carolina
Professor of Modern Languages
Formerly chairman of the Dept . of Modern and Classical Languages
Came to UNM in 1949 from the faculty of the University of Georgia
Member of AF&T committee, 1962-64; alternate, 1969-70
Special field of interest: Spanish drama of the Golden Age
HAROLD C. MEIER
B.A., M.A., Ph.D., University of Colorado
Assistant Professor of Sociology
Came to UNM in 1964 from a lectureship at the University of
California (Santa Barbara)
Special fields of interest: methodology and sociology of
education
MARVIN L. RIEDESEL
B.A., Cornell College; M.S., Ph.D., State University of Iowa
Associate Professor of Biology
Came to UNM in 1959 from a research associateship at the
University of Pittsburgh
Special field of interest: vertebrate physiology
KARL H. SCHWERIN
B.A., University of California (Berkeley); Ph . D., University of
California (Los Angeles)
Associate Professor of Anthropology
came to UNM in 1963 from the faculty of Los Angeles State College
Special fields of interest: Latin America and cultural
anthropology
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W. WARREN WAGAR

B.A., Franklin and Marshall College; M.A., Indiana University;
Ph.D., Yale University
Associate Professor of History
Came to UNM in 1966 from the faculty of Wellesley College
Special fields of interest: Modern European intellectual
history, 20th-century Europe; History of England
JERROLD L. WALDEN
A.B., Union college; LL.B., Columbia Law School, J . S.D . , Yale
University
Professor of Law
Originally at UNM, 1954-59; returned in 1969 from the deanship
of the North Dakota School of Law and most recently the
faculty of the University of Iowa
Special field of interest: Constitutional law and procedure
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April, 1970
POLICY ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES OF UNM FACULTY
(Edited version)

1. The college or university faculty member is a citizen and ,
like other citizens, should be free to engage in political activities
so far as he is able to do so consistent with his obligations as a
teacher and scholar •
. 2 . . Many k~n~s of political activity (e.g., holding part-time
o~fice in a political party, seeking election to any office under
circurns~ances that do not require extensive campaigning, or serving
appoin~rnent or election in a part-time political office) are consisten~ ~1th effective service as a member of a faculty. Other kinds
o~ political activity (e.g., intensive campaigning for elective office, serving in a state legislature, or serving a limited term in a
full-time position) may require that the professor seek a leav e of
absence from the University .

b¥

. ~In recognition of the legitimacy and social i mportance of
~oli~ical activity by faculty members, the University should provide
institutional arrangements to permit it, similar to those applicable
~o other public or private extramural service. Such arrangements ma y
include the reduction of the faculty member's workload or a leave of
absence for the duration of an election campaign or a term of office ,
accompanied by equitable adjustment of compensation when necessary.

4.

A faculty member seeking leave should recognize that he has
a primary obligation to the University and to his growth as.an educator and scholar, and he should be mindful of the problem which a
leave of absence can create for his administration, his colleagues,
and his students.
If adjustments in his favor are made, such as a
reduction of workload, he should expect them to be limited to areasonable period. A leave of absence should be sought by anyone who
becomes or anticipates becoming overly committed to either a major
political campaign, an appointive post in an agency of g ove 7n~ent , an
elective position in public office, or to any political.activity
which results in interference with his University function. S~ch .
leave should not be automatic and should be governed by the priority
needs and considerations of the department , school, college, or
division concerned.
5. A leave of absence incident to political activity should
come under the University's normal rules and regulations for leaves
of absence. Such a leave should not affect unfavorably the tenure
status of a faculty member, except that time spent ~n such leave from
academic duties need not count as probationary service. The terms of
a leave and its effect on the professor's status should be set forth
in writing.
6. All such activity, except that clearly of a c~nsu~tat~ve
nature or under contract through the University~ wh 7ch is directly
in the field or fields of one's professional competencies, should .be
entirely disassociated from one's university relationship . . BY th~s
is meant that one should not create the impression that ~e is.acting
either for, in behalf of, or with the approval of the University

rather than as an individual citizen . Also, care should be taken
not to use University supplies, postage, or clerical time for such
activities.
7. An advisory opinion may be requested from the Academic
Freedom and Tenure committee about the meaning or application of this
policy.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
To:
From:

University Faculty
Policy committee

Subject :

composition of Athletic council

The duties and functions of the Athletic council, as
detailed on page 25 of the Faculty Handbook, do not
need to be revised. The proposed change would come
at the top of page 26, to read as follows:
(Six faculty members, including chairman,
nominated by the Policy committee from at
least four colleges; three undergraduate
and one graduate student members and one
alumni member; also the Director of Athletics ,
~ offi c io.)

.

II

Resolutions proposed to the University Faculty:
l.

For those University standing committees chaired by faculty
members (i.e., not those chaired by administrative officers
or students), no person shall ordinarily serve as chairman
of the same committee for more than five consecutive years .

2.

The number of voting, non-faculty representatives (students,
alumni, administrators, and others) on University standing
committees, other than those enumerated, shall not ordinarily
exceed one-half the number of voting faculty members on those
committees.

The exceptions are as follows:

Administrative

committee, campus Planning committee, campus Safety committee ,
Cultural Program committee, Entrance and Credits Committee ,
Intramural and Recreation Board, National and International
Affairs Committee, New Mexico Union Board, New student
Orientation committee, Speakers committee, Student Affairs
committee, Student Publications Board, Student Radio Board,
Student Standards committee, and the committee on the
University.

1,

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

To:
From:
Re:

University Faculty
Policy Committee
Recommended University Policies Related to the Appointment and
Continuation in Office of Departmental Chairmen

PREA~LE: The following policy guidelines will be utilized for the
apP<?intment, peri~ic r~view, and terms of office of departmental
chairmen at the University of New Mexico unless a college faculty
adopts a modified policy pertaining to appointment, periodic review,
and terms of office for departmental chairmen in that college.
1. An evaluation shall be made of all chairmen by January 1,1971,
by both administrators and faculty members to determine the appropriateness of their continuation in office. Evaluative criteria for
~heir chairmanship will be established by the individual departments
in consultation with the dean. Deans of the various colleges will be
responsible in this evaluation for implementing the procedures as set
forth in paragraph 3.
2. On July 1, 1971, all departmental chairmen or heads of other
sub-college administrative units then in office will be considered to
have begun on that date terms of office of four years.
3.
Terms of office shall be renewable, but ordinarily for not
more than one additional term.
Recommendations for both the initial
appointments and reappointments to terms of office are to be made by
the dean after consultation with departmental faculty and such other
persons as he shall see fit.
In the case of appointments to departments conducting graduate programs, consultation with the dean of the
Graduate School will also be included. The consultation with departmental faculty shall include the taking of a vote by secret ballot on
any potential appointment. Reappointment must also be sub~e~t to the
stated willingness of the chairman to continue in that position.
4.
It shall be understood that a policy of terms of office for
chairmen does not abrogate the long-standing policy of the University
that chairmen serve in any college at the pleasure of the dean ~f that
college.
This means, simply, that chairmen may be replaced during a
term of office; also, they may resign.

EXPLANATION: As indicated in the preamble, any college may decide
its own policy for terms of department chairmen. For example, a
college might decide to adopt five-year terms, or two- o 7 t~ree-year
terms.
The above is to be the policy of a college only if it does
not adopt some different policy.

Committee on University Governance
Interim Recommendations
The Committee makes the following recommendations:
I.

We recommend that the following be added at the end of the sec-

tion on Student Standards Policy as described in the Faculty Handbook
pp . 113-116 and at the end of Article VI, Section 3 (The student
Standards Committee) of the Constitution of the ASUNM:
In addition to and separate from its functions described
above, the Student Standards committee shall also function
temporarily as a University standards Board, until final
recommendations of the University Governance committee shall
have been adopted, or until a new University Standards Board
(now under consideration by the Ad Hoc Committee on the Rights
and Responsibilities of Faculty and Students) shall have been
established.
This Board shall hear complaints and charges which may
be brought before it by any member or group of members of
the University academic community - faculty, administrators,
or students - against any other member or group of members of
that community.

The Board shall hear cases which are not

within the jurisdiction of other judicial bodies.
The Board shall have the power to recommend the rectification of conditions deemed unjust, to censure parties at
fault, and to recommend appropriate lawful penalties or sanctions.

Appeals shall be to the President of the University .

In cases in which there has been a recommendation for a sanction against a student, the President of the University shall

consult with the appropriate student association president
before making his decision.

In any case in which the Presi-

dent of the University disqualifies himself, appeal shall be
to the Board of Regents.
These provisions do not affect the rights which a faculty
member has under the current Policy on Academic Freedom and
Tenure, including the right to request a hearing before the
committee . on Academic Freedom and Tenure in any circumstances
in which he believes his academic freedom has been violated.
If a hearing before the committee on Academic Freedom and
Tenure is requested, proceedings before the standards Board
shall be stayed until a decision is made by the committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure that the requested sanction
would not be a violation of academic freedom in the particular

II.

case.
We recommend that the second sentence of the second paragraph of

the Student Standards Policy (Faculty Handbook, p . 113) should be revised to read:

11

In cases where the action has not yet been taken ,

the committee may decide whether disciplinary action should be taken,
and if so, recommend the imposition of such discipline. "

(New word-

ing underlined).
III. we also recommend that the Faculty constitution be amended by
(This includes,
deletion of Article I, Section 2, subsection (6).
as one of the responsibilities of the university Faculty, "regulations affecting student life and activities.")
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Faculty of the UNM is opposed to the
of undercover agents on the campus
!Signed to intimidate campus personnel
td visitors. surveillance and threatened
trveillance by undercover agents designed to intimidate campus personnel and
.sitors poses a serious threat to academic freedom, particularly government ,
le

1e

ld First Amendment rights .
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
April 20, 1970

To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

Change in Summarized Minutes for March 24 meeting

I would appreciate it if you would change your copy of the
summarized minutes of the March 24, 1970, meeting (sent to
you with the agenda for the April 17 meeting) by adding a
phrase which was inadvertently omitted:

In the fourth line of page 2 of the summarized minutes,
between the words" . • . penalized by induction" and the
semicolon, please insert, "and to have the footnote indicator
'4' following it.
11

JND/ped

•

., ~ : I ~I

.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

April 27, 1970
To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

May Meetings of University Faculty

The next regular meeting of the University Faculty will be on
Friday, May 8, at 3:30 p.m. in the Kiva.
Additionally, since there are a number of carry-over items from
the April 17 meeting, as well as several new items, we have decided to schedule a special meeting of the Faculty on Tuesday,
May 12, at 3:00 p.m., also in the Kiva. Hopefully, this will
bring us to the Conunencement meeting on June 3 with most of our
business completed except approval of the tentative list of
Semester II degree candidates and the standing committee membership for 1970-71.
This memorandum is sent to you so that you may note the dates.
An agenda covering both May meetings should be in the campus
mail no later than May 4.
JND/ped

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
May l, 1970
To:

All Members of the Faculty

From:

John N. Durrie, Secretary

Subject:

May Meetings of University Faculty

As noted in my memorandum of April 27, two meet·
s of the University
Faculty are now scheduled for May: Friday,
a 8 at 3:30 p.m. and
Tuesday, May 12, at 3:00 p.m., both in the Ki
The second meeting
anticipates that all matters on the following agenda will not have
been concluded on May 8. As an additional item on May 12, Professor
Fashing will introduce a motion to remove from the table the item,
"Discussion of police activities on UNM campus, 11 which was tabled by
faculty vote at the April 17 meeting.
Agenda items:
l.

Recommendations for interim action -- Professor Hoyt for the
Committee on University Governance.
(Statement attached.}

2.

Recommendation concerning composition of Athletic Council
Professor Cottrell for the Policy committee.
(Statement
attached.)

3.

Resolutions concerning tenure of standing committee faculty
chairmen and composition of certain standing committees -Professor Hufbauer.
(Statement attached.)

4.

Recommended policies related to appointment and continuation in
office of departmental chairmen -- Professor Cottrell for the
Policy Committee.
(Statement attached.)

5.

Statement by Student Senator Sam Taggard.
(At the April meeting
the Faculty voted to give Mr. Taggard a place on the agenda, so
this item is carried over.)

6.

Request for a "dead week"
student) and others.

7.

Report on sub-baccalaureate programs -- Professor Loftfield for
the Committee on the University.
(Statement attached.)

8.

Revised statement of functions for curricula Committee -- Professor Alexander.
(Statement attached.)

9.

Proposed changes in policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure -Professor Drummond for the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee.
(Statement attached.)

Miss Gay cook (undergraduate

more----

Memo to Faculty, 5/1/70
10.

Report of the Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee on the
Arms-Frumkin appeal.
(Statement attached, for information only.)

Also attached:
JND/ped
Enclosures

Summarized minutes of meeting of April 17, 1970.

·;

Committee on University Governance
Interim Recommendations
The Committee makes the following recommendations:
I.

We recommend that the following be added at the end of the sec-

tion on Student Standards Policy as described in the Faculty Handbook
pp. 113-116 and at the end of Article VI, Section 3 (The Student
Standards Committee) of the Constitution of the ASUNM:
In addition to and separate from its functions described
above, the Student Standards committee shall also function
temporarily as a University Standards Board, until final
recommendations of the University Governance committee shall
have been adopted, or until a new University Standards Board
(now under consideration by the Ad Hoc Committee on the Rights
and Responsibilities of Faculty and Students) shall have been
established.
This Board shall hear complaints and charges which may
be brought before it by any member or group of members of
the University academic community - faculty, administrators,
or students - against any other member or group of members of
that community.

The Board shall hear cases which are not

within the jurisdiction of other judicial bodies.
The Board shall have the power to recommend the rectification of conditions deemed unjust, to censure parties at
fault, and to recommend appropriate lawful penalties or sanctions.

Appeals shall be to the President of the University .

In cases in which there has been a recommendation for a sanction against a student, the President of the University shall

consult with the appropriate student association president
.

..

-.-

before making his decision.

In any case in which the Presi-

dent of the University disqualifies himself, appeal shall be
to the Board of Regents.
These provisions do not affect the rights which a faculty
member has under the current Policy on Academic Freedom and
Tenure, including the right to request a hearing before the
Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure in any circumstances
in which he believes his academic freedom has been violated.

If a hearing before the Committee on Academic Freedom and
Tenure is requested, proceedings before the Standards Board
shall be stayed until a decision is made by the committee on
Academic Freedom and Tenure that the requested sanction
would not be a violation of academic freedom in the particular
case.

II.

We recommend that the second sentence of the second paragraph of

the Student Standards Policy (Faculty Handbook, p. 113) should be revised to read:

11

In cases where the action has not yet been taken,

the Committee may decide whether disciplinary action should be taken,
and if so, recommend the imposition of such discipline."

(New word-

ing underlined) .
III.

We also recommend that the Faculty Constitution be amended by

deletion of Article I, Section 2, subsection (6).

(This includes,

as one of the responsibilities of the University Faculty, "regulations affecting student life and activities.")
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

To:
From:

University Faculty
Policy Corrunittee

Subject:

Composition of Athletic Council

The duties and functions of the Athletic Council, as
detailed on page 25 of the Faculty Handbook, do not
need to be revised. The proposed change would come
at the top of page 26, to read as follows:
(Six faculty members, including chairman,
nominated by the Policy Committee from at
least four colleges; three undergraduate
and one graduate student members and one
alumni member; also the Director of Athletics,
~officio.)

Resolutions proposed to the University Faculty:
1.

For those University standing committees chaired by facult y
members (i . e., not those chaired by administrative officers
or students), no person shall ordinarily serve as chairman
of the same committee for more than five consecutive years.

2.

The number of voting, non-fqculty representatives (students,
alumni, administrators, and others) on University standing
committees, other than those enumerated, shall not ordinarily
exceed one-half the number of voting faculty members on those
committees.

The exceptions are as follows:

Administrative

Committee, Campus Planning committee, Campus Safety Committee,
Cultural Program committee, Entrance and Credits Committee,
Intramural and Recreation Board, National and International
Affairs Committee, New Mexico Union Board, New Student
Orientation Committee, Speakers Committee, Student Affairs
Committee, Student Publications Board, Student Radio Board,
Student Standards Committee, and the Committee on the
University.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
ro:
From:
Re:

University Faculty
Policy Committee
Recommended University Policies Related to the Appointment and
Continuation in Office of Departmental Chairmen

PREAMBLE: The following policy guidelines will be utilized for the
appointment, periodic review, and terms of office of departmental
chainnen at the University of New Mexico unless a college faculty
adopts a modified policy pertaining to appointment, periodic review,
and terms of office for departmental chairmen in that college.
1. An evaluation shall be made of all chairmen by January 1,1971.
by both administrators and faculty members to determine the appropriateness of their continuation in office. Evaluative criteria for
~heir chairmanship will be established by the individual departments
in consultation with the dean. Deans of the various colleges will be
responsible in this evaluation for implementing the procedures as set
forth in paragraph 3.
2. On July 1, 1971, all departmental chairmen or heads of other
sub-college administrative units then in office will be considered to
have begun on that date terms of office of four years.
3. Tenns of office shall be renewable, but ordinarily for not
more than one additional term. Recommendations for both the initial
appointments and reappointments to terms of office are to be made by
the dean after consultation with departmental faculty and such other
persons as he shall see fit.
In the case of appointments to departments conducting graduate programs, consultation with the dean of the
Graduate School will also be included. The consultation with departmental faculty shall include the taking of a vote by secret ballot on
any potential appointment. Reappointment must also be subject to the
stated willingness of the chairman to continue in that position .
. 4. It shall be understood that a policy of terms of offi~e fo 7
chairmen does not abrogate the long-standing policy of the University
that chairmen serve in any college at the pleasure of the dean ~f that
college. This means, simply, that chairmen may be replaced during a
term of office: also, they may resign.
~PLANATION: As indicated in the preamble, any college may decide
its own policy for terms of department chairmen. For example, a
college might decide to adopt five-year terms, or two- or three-year
terms. The above is to be the policy of a college only if it does
not adopt some different policy.
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SUB-BACCALAUREATE PROGB.AliS
A Report to the General Faculty by
the Committee on the University

For some years there has been a constantly increasing demand in
the United States for trained technicians to work with professional
people. llle training required for these para-professionals is academically beyond the level required by craftsmen in the skilled trades,
such as mechanics, bui.lders, machinists, sheet metal workers, etc. ,
but it is below the baccalaureate level. For this reason the curriculum.s for training technicians are often called "sub-baccalaureate''
and are carried on for one or two years at the lower division level.
UNM now offers the following technical programs: one-year programs
for dental assistants and medical laboratory assistants; two-year
programs for dental hygienists, office secretaries, and aides in the
human services (New Careers Program). llle national demand 1n this
area is being felt at UNM through requests for more programs of this
type and for upgrading of the credentials for graduates of two-year
programs (associate degrees in arts or science instead of mere certificates of completion). Our faculty has already responded affirmatively to both kinds of requests: the human services program
(financed at Federal expense) was added in the fall of 1968; faculty
action on February 10, 1970, approved technical training on a temporary basis at the Gallup Branch; and associate degrees have been
approved both for aides in human services and dental hygienists. A
two-year program for medical laboratory technicians and an associate
degree for those completing the two-year program in secretarial
science have been requested and are now being considered by faculty
committees.
llle Policy Conmittee, however, has advised that before more
such programs are submitted one at a time to the faculty, some
general determ.1.nation of the extent to which UNM plans to expand
offerings in this area should be made. It, therefore, referred the
question to the Committee on the University in December, 1969, for
study and report. Since January of this year, the Committee has
heard testimony from approximately thirty persons -- faculty and
students of UNM, Federal officials, educators in the community,
representatives from the Albuquerque Industrial Development Service
and Sandia Laboratories, etc. Also, Professor Robert Loftfield,
chairman of this Committee, recently investigated the functioning
of sub-baccalaureate programs at Michigan State University and Purdue
University and talked to a number of faculty members, administrators,
and students on those- campuses about them. Furthermore, the Committee
has had the. _benefit of the study .and di.aCUS&i.Qn of this subject which
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SP.veral of its members have experienced in other capacities during the
past two years. Vice Presidents Sherman E. Smith and Chester C.
Travelstead were involved two years ago in discussions about this
matter with the Albuquerque Chamber of Commerce and other citizens
and community educators interested in the establishment of a local
community junior college. Vice President Travelstead also began discussing this matter with the academic deans in the fall of 1968, so
that he and Deans Richard Dove and Richard Lawrence have also been
involved in study and discussion of this phase of the community's
educational needs with personnel of the Albuquerque Public Schools
and the Technical Vocational Institute. Mr. Travelstead also serves
as a member of a Steering Committee commissioned by the Board of
Educational Finance to conduct a Middle Rio Grande Area Educational
Needs Study to determine more accurately than is now known the extent
of present and foreseeable future unmet educational needs in this area
and to suggest ways of meeting the needs identified. Professor William
Huber, who testified before this Committee, also serves on this Steering Committee and some staff members of the University College and
Counseling Center are involved in technical aspects of the study under
terms of a contract which UNM has with the BEF to supply data to the
Committee.
As a result of its own investig~tions and input from sources
mentioned above, the Committee on the University has reached the conclusion that there are two major unmet needs in post-secondary education in the Albuquerque metropolitan area: 1) a demand posed by
business and industry and a need felt by many young people for technical training at the sub-baccalaureate level, and 2) a need for
the first two years of college to be offered at an institution charging little or no tuition, with lower entrance requirements than those
at UNM, and with great concern for student success. The Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce has emphasized the second of these two needs .
Their spokesmen feel that a significant number of the City's young
people who ought to be in college are not now attending for one or
more of the following reason&: some cannot meet UNM's entrance requirements, but they have sufficient ability and motivation to do
college work; it is also felt that some of the students who drop
out of UNM could be retained in a smaller school, through smaller
classes, more personal attention to students, and greater availability of counseling and guidance.
In the presence of these unmet educational needs, several
factors combine in calling for a response from UNM. Because of the
expertise of our faculty generally and especially of some faculty
members in certain colleges, it is natural for the community to look
to the University for guidance when it faces an educational problem .
The University is already involved in the BEF's study of the area's
needs . And finally, the Steering Committee itself looks to the
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University not only for guidance in conducting its study, but also for
an answer to the question: To what extent will UNM assist in providing
additional post-high school instruction needed in the Albuquerque metropolitan area? For all these reasons, it behooves us to survey the
situation ourselves, to recommend solutions to the problems identified,
and to decide to what extent Ul.'R-1 should and will be involved in the
solutions recommended.
Having sensed a need in the Middle Rio Grande Area for additional
training of para-professionals and for another institution of higher
education with goals more limited and specialized than those of the
University, the Committee on the University recommends:
1.

That the faculty declare to the Regents and to the
community generally its support of the concept of a
community junior college for Albuquerque and its intention to cooperate as much as possible with such an
institution, if established.

2.

That the faculty approve in principle a limited
expansion of technical training at the subbaccalaureate level in areas of the University's
particular competence and that associate in arts
or associate in science degrees be awarded those
who successfully complete approved two-year curriculums at the para-professional level. To provide
for implementation of this approval, the faculty
should grant interested colleges and schools the authority to institute para-professional training in
one- or two-year courses as approved by college
faculties and the Vice President for Academic Affairs,
after consultation with a faculty committee, such as
the Curricula Committee.
(a)

The college proposing such a program should
do its best to insure that any technical, subbaccalaureate programs which it undertakes
serve to expand the student's career and educational opportunities and increase his options.
Insofar as possible, such programs should be
open-ended and not serve to simply advance a
student's terminal education point one or two
years or to advance his career point to a
slightly increased income level. The acceptance of this goal imposes two requirements
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upon the University. First, the content of
the programs should be structured in terms of
educational advancement: one-year programs
should be usable as stepping stones toward
the two-year programs, and so on. The programs themselves should be structured so as
to encourage gradual advancement along a
career ladder of real-world jobs. Certain
restrictions are unavoidable; a medical technology program designed to lead into an M.D.
program is probably not feasible, for example.
But in undertaking such programs, a college
should consciously assume the role of experimenter and innovator in trying to overcome career limitations; it should not simply
accept existing traditional concepts of technical training. The University should permit
such students to partake of the mainstream
educational programs of the institution.
Students should be allowed, even encouraged,
to take non-technical courses.

~. :

~)

The University should accept the fact that
technical sub-baccalaureate programs, however
well designed, will be limited in their effect
if they are financially out of reach of large
portions of the community. The University
should aggressively seek supplementary funding for financial assistance for students
enrolled in these programs.

These recommendations are made within the framework of the
University's declared goals to provide scholarly and professional
education. It should not undertake to fulfill the role of a community college and, therefore, it should encourage and assist another
institution in providing that service. Also, much of the technical
training required in the area can and should be given by a community
college. In a few selected areas, however, UNM's professional schools
are prepared to give better training to para-professionals who will
work with the professionals trained in such schools than could a
junior college. For example, UNM's Medical School is better equipped
with faculty expertise and laboratories to train medical laboratory
technicians than a junior college would be. Dean Christopher has
said that when a need for training legal secretaries and legal aides
is clearly identified in the Albuquerque area, he would rather have
such training given with the advantages of supervision which UNM's
Law Faculty could give than in a junior college. The same principle
applies in the fields of architecture, education, engineering, nursing, and pharmacy.
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In the past, when the possibility of a junior college in Albuquerque
has been discussed, some fear has been expressed that it would draw students away from UNM at the lower division level and thus hurt the
University's financial situation owing to the fact that the State
finances the University on a per student basis and, consequently, a
large number of lower division students are needed to bring in funds,
part of which are diverted to pay for higher cost upper division and
graduate courses. Vice President Sherman Smith, however, has predicted
that within two years the BEF can be persuaded to change to a formula
of differential financing for various levels and types of instruction.
This would put UNM's upper division and graduate programs on a selfsustaining basis.
Although it is probably true that certain kinds of students who
now attend UNM would in the future go to a metropolitan junior college,
it is also true that the junior college would feed other students to
UNM. Some who might not have come to UNM may transfer here after a
semester or two of successful work at the junior college. Certainly
some of the graduates of the junior college would come as junior transfers, and some of the junior college faculty would probably be doing
graduate work at UNM. Thus, offsetting factors may cancel each other
in effect on enrollment.
Another financial problem appears, however, in the fact that
some, although not all, para-professional programs are much more expensive than average lower division college work because of the
expensive laboratories and equipment they require. This is especially true in the training of certain kinds of engineering technicians.
Since, however, differential financing will take into account the costs
of programs, a new, expensive program will not be as threatening as is
now the case. Federal help is also becoming available to meet the high
cost of such programs, regardless of where they are carried out -- in
junior colleges, technical institutes, or in universities. The Federal
Government is increasingly recognizing the expanding need for training
of technicians, and at least two pieces of legislation are now before
the Congress to provide for subsidizing such training.
Obviously, this report cannot answer all the questions which will
arise in connection with its recommendations. An attempt has been made,
however, to anticipate and answer the principal questions and it is
hoped that others can be satisfactorily answered in discussion on the
floor of the General Faculty meeting.
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Revised Statement of Curricula Committee Functions
The functions and duties of the Curricula committee are:
1.

To chart the curricular direction of the University, includ-

ing major goals and priorities.

In performing this function, the

committee shall be responsive to the needs of the students, of the
various academic disciplines, and of the society at large.
2.

To establish operational criteria for the evaluation of

instructional programs, based on program objectives, faculty strengto
sources of support and possible budgetary limitations, entrance and
degree requirements, and the record of student accomplishment.
3.

To reexamine periodocally the total University curricular

offering in the light of the operational criteria.
4.

To review and make recommendations to the appropriate in-

structional units and to the University Faculty concerning all new
programs or changes in existing programs which involve new degrees,
new majors, new minors affecting two or more colleges or representing an entirely new field or emphasis.
(This function is parallel
to, and does not replace, the normal process of originating.curricular changes through departmental and college or school action. The
~urricula Committee does not veto proposed curricular chang 7s, but
it may make recommendations concerning them to the instructional
units involved and to the university Faculty. To expedite this
function, the Curricula Committee will receive copies of all proposed
curricular changes from the instructional units of the University,
both on and off campus, at the time that they are sent to the Vice
President for Academic Affairs. Lack of notification of Committee
~ct~on within three weeks after receipt of these proposals will
indicate automatic Committee approval.)
5.

To hear and act on disputes regarding new courses·or other

program changes that appear to involve unnecessary duplication or
proliferation, when requested to do so by one of the units of instruction involved, by students, or by the administration.
6.

To receive and consider proposals for changes in the curric-

ular policy when asked to do so by any individual or agency of the
University, whether student, faculty, administrator, or other.

6~i
From:
To:

The Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure
The Faculty, UNM
Under the assigned duties of the Committee on Academic Freedom

and Tenure as listed in the Faculty Handbook is the following charge;
MThe Committee shall from time to time review this statement of policy and recommend appropriate changes in it."

As a result of such an

analysis, we recommend that the Faculty approve the following modifications in our policy and forward these to the Regents, asking their
(.

approval and inclusion in the Faculty Handbook, and to the Joint
Committee on Governance for inclusion in subsequently developed
statements on academic freedom at UNM.
Page 43 (Appendix I - 1940 Statement of Principles) in (a) after
"full freedom in research and in the publication of the results" add
the following footnote:

"The term 'research' is defined at UNM as

including scholarship, research, or other creative work which is performed in a scholarly or professional manner; and the term 'publication' as including exhibits and performances."
Page 43

-

after (b) add footnote:

"Also see Appendix IV,

"State-

ment .Q.!l Professional Ethics" (attached).
Page 43

-

after (c) add footnote:

"Also

~

Appendix V, Com-

mittee A Statement on Extramural Utterances" (attached).

APPENDIX IV
STATEMENT ON PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
(Endorsed by the Fifty-Second Annual Meeting, AAUP)
I.

The professor, guided by a deep conviction of the worth and

dignity of the advancement of knowledge, recognizes the special responsibilities placed upon him.

His primary responsibility to his

subject is to seek and to state the truth as he sees it.

To this

end he devotes his energies to developing and improving his scholarly
competence.

He accepts the obligation to exercise critical self-

discipline and judgment in using, extending, and transmitting knowledge.

He practices intellectual honesty.

Although he may follow

subsidiary interests, these interests must never seriously hamper or
compromise his freedom of inquiry.
II.

As a teacher, the professor encourages the free pursuit of

learning in his students.

He holds before them the best scholarly

standards of his discipline.

He demonstrates respect for the student

as an individual, and adheres to his proper role as intellectual
guide and counselor.

He makes every reasonable effort to foster

honest academic conduct and to assure that his evaluation of students
reflects their true merit.

He respects the confidential nature of

the relationship between professor and student.

He avoids any ex-

ploitation of students for his private advantage and acknowledges
significant assistance from them.

He protects their academic free-

dom.
III.

As a colleague, the professor has obligations that derive

from common membership in the community of scholars.
defendo the free inquiry of his associates.

He respects and

In the exchange of crit-

icism and ideas he shows due respect for the opinions of others.

He

6
acknowledges his academic debts and strives to be objective in his
professional judgment of colleagues.

He accepts his share of faculty

responsibilities for the governance of his institution.
IV.

As a member of his institution, the professor seeks above

all to be an effective teacher and scholar.

Although he observes the

stated regulations of the institution, provided they do not contravene academic freedom, he maintains his right to criticize and seek
revision.

He determines the amount and character of the work he does

outside his institution with due regard to his paramount responsibilities within it.

•

When considering the interruption or termination

of his service, he recognizes the effect of his decision upon the
program of the institution and gives due notice of his intentions.
V.

As a member of his community, the professor has the rights

and obligations of any citizen.

He measures the urgency of these

obligations in the light of his responsibilities to his subject, to
his students, to his profession, and to his institution.

Wh en he

speaks or acts as a private person he avoids creating the impression
that he speaks or acts for his college or university.

As a citizen

engaged in a profession that depends upon freedom for its health and
integrity, the professor has a particular obligation to promote
conditions of free inquiry and to further public understanding of
academic freedom.
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APPENDIX V
COMMITTEE A STATEMENT ON EXTRAMURAL UTTERANCES
The 1940 Statement of Principles asserts the faculty member's
right to speak or write, as citizen, free from institutional censorship or discipline. At the same time it calls attention to the
faculty member's special obligations arising from his position in the
community: to be accurate, to exercise appropriate restraint, to show
respect for the opinions of others, and to make every effort to indicate that he is not an institutional spokesman. An interpretation
of the 1940 Statement, agreed to at a conference of the AAC and the
AAUP held on November 8, 1940, states that an administration may file
charges in accordance with procedures outlined in the Statement if it
f 7els that a faculty member has failed to observe the above admonitions and believes that his extramural utterances raise grave doubts
concerning his fitness for his position.
.
In cases involving such charges, it is essential that the hearing should be conducted by an appropriate -- preferably elected -faculty committee, as provided in Section 4 of the 1958 Statement .Q!l
froce~ural Standards in Faculty Dismissal Proceedings. 1 The c?n~
trolling principle is that a faculty member's expression of opinion
as a citizen cannot constitute grounds for dismissal.unles 7 ~t clearly demonstrates the faculty member's unfitness for his position.
Extra~ural utterances rarely bear upon the faculty member'~ fitness
for his position. Moreover, a final decision should take into account the faculty member's entire record as a teacher an~ ~chola~.
In the absence of weighty evidence of unfitness, the admini7tration
should not prefer charges: and if it is not clearly proved in the
hearing that the faculty member is unfit for his position, the faculty committee should make a finding in favor of the faculty member
concerned.
Committee A asserts that i t will view with particular gravity
an administrative or board reversal of a favorable faculty committee
hearing judgment in a case involving extramural utterances.
In the
words of the 1940 Statement of Principles, "the administration should
remember that teachers are citizens and should be accorded the free~om of citizens." In a democratic society freedom of speech is an
indispensable right of the citizen. Committee A will vigorously
uphold that right.

1 Section 4 provides: "The committee of faculty members to conduct
~he hearing and reach a decision should either be an elected standing committee not previously concerned with the case or a comrnittee
established as soon as possible after the president's letter to the
faculty member has been sent. The choice of members of the hearing
committee should be on the basis of their objectivity and competence
and of the regard in which they are held in the academic community.
The COtnrnLttee. should elect its own chairman.
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To:
• t

Ferrel Heady, President: The Board of Regents;
Professors George Arms; Gene Frumkin

From:

' .

The Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee,
Harold Drummond, Chairman
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Subject:
. :',
~

•
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•

Report of the AF&T Committee on the Arms-Frumkin appeal •

On October 27, 1969, Professors George Arms and Gene Frumkin brought
charges to the Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure asserting
that the suppression of domestic distribution of the New Mexico
Quarterly by the Regents on Sunday, August 17, 1969,
a violation
of their academic freedom. Under the procedures established by Sections 11, 12, 13, and 15 of the Policy on Academic Freedom and Tenure
of the University, the Committee held a number of hearings and a number of executive sessions to consider these complaints and allegations.

was

The facts in the case are substantially agreed to by all. As is
often true, different interpretations are placed upon the same set of
facts. Professors Arms and Frumkin, who served as editors of the
final issue of the New Mexico Quarterly, believe that their academic
~reedom was abridged by the action of the Regents on August 17, 1969,
in that suppressing distribution of the Quarterly interfered with
their "full freedom in research and in the publication of the results".
By contrast, William Sloan, counsel for the Regents, indicated that he thinks no issue of academic freedom exists, since no
"direct imposition of some academic sanction against a faculty member, such as dismissal, denial of promotion, suspension, or public
censure" has occurred. President Heady, moreover, has stated that
he believes that the issue is (or was) properly a governance matter:
and, had it been referred to the American Association of University
Professors for adjudication, it would have been referred to Committee
T (University Governance) rather than to Committee A (Academic
Freedom and Tenure).

,,
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The UNM Committee on Academic Freedom and Tenure has concluded that,
for a period of four months, until the Regents reversed their decision on December 6, 1969, and released the Quarterly for normal distribution, the academic freedom of Professors Arms and Frumkin was
abridged by the action of the Regents. We do not question or doubt
the sincerity and good intentions of the Regents; we believe that
they acted on August 17, 1969, in a way which they thought would protect the University. Had that action not been later rescinded, however, this Committee would inevitably have recommended "appropriate
remedial action" as we are charged to do in the Faculty Handbook.
No further action in this case is now required, however. We commend
the Regents for their action taken on December 6, 1969, which released the Quarterly. It was courageous, for it was taken in the
face of considerable pressure from individuals and groups within the
State.

"

1.

Faculty Handbook,
section (a).

p. 43, "1940 Statement of Principles",

